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Miss Norma Farrar, receipent of the first Personal Achievement Award to 
be made by The New Hampshire, is shown receiving the winged victory trophy 
from Leo F. Redfern, retiring editor of the student weekly. Norma formally 
received the award at the annual staff banquet of the newspaper held last 
Wednesday evening, for her “personal achievements on campus which have 
always been exemplary of the highest ideals of the University” .
N H  Students to Hear 
Symphony Orchestra
Four - Day Winter Carnival Begins 
Tonight with Snow Circus Theme
Blonde Freshman Queen, Aides 
To be Installed by Pres. Adams
The newly formed New Hampshire 
Symphony Orchestra, directed by Mr. 
Paul Bauguss, will give a concert on 
campus, Sunday, March 5, sponsored 
by Opus 45.
The struggle of this group to achieve 
symphonic status commands great re­
spect. The driving forces behind the 
concept of a New Hampshire Sym­
phony Orchestr^ is Miss Pauline Re- 
mick, a Concord resident and a present 
member of the violin section. Active 
in music circles, Miss Remick con­
stantly considered the possibility of or­
ganizing a state orchestra similar to 
the successful symphonic orchestras of 
Vermont and Rhode Island.
In 1946, Mr. Paul Bauguss became 
Interested and agreed to serve as con­
ductor. A native Texan, Mr. Bauguss 
received musical training at the New 
England Conservatory of Music where 
he won the coveted Endicott Award 
in Composition. The talented and re­
served conductor offers a sharp con- 
, trast to the usual picture of an irate 
and temperamental concert master. 
His quiet, patient methods have earned 
him the appreciation of all his musi­
cians.
The call for musicians was issued 
throughout the state and in November, 
1946, more than 35 musicians convened 
in Concord for first rehearsals. Many 
of those responding held other jobs of 
professional and non-professional types 
yet their love of music attracted them 
to the weekly practice sessions at Con­
cord. ”
After weeks of exacting rehearsal, 
the orchestra had its premiere per­
formance May 3, 1947 at Laconia. Re­
warded by the acclaim received, the 
orchestra played throughout the state. 
The existence of the orchestra became 
solidly official when its performance 
in the huge Concord Auditorium was 
completely sold out.
The Symphony Orchestra provides 
an acutely needed musical outlet for 
New Hampshire musicians. With a 
definite organization in successful ac­
tion, local musicians will remain in the 
state to perform for the greatest bene­
fit of New Hampshire music lovers.
The New Hampshire 
Backs Benefit Dance
According to tentative plans announced 
by John Downs, chairman of the Billy 
Smith Benefit Dance, the affair is 
scheduled for March 3, at New Hamp­
shire Hall from 8 :00 p.m. to midnight. 
The informal dance will be served a 
musical platter by the Wildcat band, as 
their contribution to the National Polio 
Fund Drive.
The purpose of the dance is to secure 
contributions from the student body for 
the National Fund to combat polio in 
the name of Bill Smith, popular senior 
who was stricken with the disease last 
fall. The price of donation-admission 
will be announced in the next edition of 
The New Hampshire.
Light Play, Our Town, to be 
Thespian’s Spring Presentation
By Betty Johnston I Shirley Lemieux and Annette Schroed-
~ ~  , , , , , L. Ie r ; Mrs. Soames, Jacqueline Kelley and
Our Town has been selected as the j ane Lea Maynard; Reformer, Janet
Mask and Dagger annual spring play 
for this year. Written by Thornton 
Wilder, it characterizes the life cycles 
of two typical New England families.
While the play is not deep drama, it 
is nevertheless big and warm and full 
of homespun New England, or better 
yet, New Hampshire humor.
In the first act, the author, in the 
guise of a stage manager genially de­
scribes its citizens and also outlines a 
bit of the history of the town, which 
is Grovers Corners, N. H. He then 
takes you into the houses of the Gibbs 
and W ebb families, substantial homes
containing substantial folks. You ar- ^ . ,* t, i t .  , sale at the New Hampshire Bookstorerive at breakfast and are qferried , w  , , r-JW..
Dodge and Rebecca Ely; Emily Webb, 
Bernice Hasting and Betty Lavery; Re­
becca, Janet Mallett and Elizabeth John­
ston :
Those parts that are single cast are:
Joe Crowell, William White; Walley 
Webb, Benjamin Orcutt; Stimson, Paul 
Verrette; Professor Willard, Emmett 
Rose; Artistic Type, Iris Werner.
Assisting the Director are Priscilla 
Hartwell and Gina Greenhill.
Our Town will be produced March 
15, 16, 17, and 18, at 8:00 p.m. at New 
Hampshire Hall. Tickets will be on
Thursday, February 16 
6:30 Torchlight Parade, Installation of 
Carnival Queen and Aides — The 
Notch
7:15 Basketball Games, Intramural 
Championships, Blue Key vs. A.W. 
A. — Field House 
8 :30 “ Snow Brawl” Informal ■— Field 
House
8:30 and 10:30 Carnival Movies at 
Franklin Theater.
Friday, February 17 
2:00 Men’s and Women’s Slalom Races 
,— Garrison Hill, Dover
Saturday, February 18 
2 :00 Men’s Cross Country Ski Race — 
McNutt’s Hill 
2:00 Hockey Game, NH vs. M IT -— 
Hockey Rink 
5 :30 Supper sponsored by SCM — Com­
munity Church 
7 :00 Ice Show — Hockey Rink 
8:00 Basketball Game, UNH vs. Lowell 
Textile — Field House
Sunday, February 19 
3 :30 Play; Concert by Men’s Glee Club; 
Awarding of Prizes —  N. H. Hall
Monday, February 20 
Student Recital — Murkland Auditorium
Tuesday, February 21 
Basketball Game, UNH  vs. Rhode Is­
land —  Field House
through one entire day in the lives of 
these good people.
The love affair between George 
Gibbs and Emily W ebb is the setting 
for the second act culminating in their 
very moving wedding ceremony, which 
contains all the elements of poignant 
sorrow and abundant happiness that 
contribute to the solemnity and im­
pressiveness of the act.
W e are led to a cemetery on a hill 
in the third act. Here many of the 
townspeople we have come to know 
so well are patiently and smilingly 
awaiting, not judgment, but greater 
understanding. Into their midst comes 
the bride, a bit timidly at first, wishing 
a little to go back to life and to live 
again with her memories. But she is 
soon shown how impossible, how futile 
it is to return; the past cannot be re­
lived. She finds that living people, 
being so occupied with their petty oc­
cupations and small thoughts, know 
little of true joy  or happiness. Truth 
is to be -found only in the future.
The play is to be double cast so as 
to provide opportunity for more people 
to portray their talents. The cast as 
announced is:
Stage Manager, Eric Kromphold and 
Robert Piper; Doc Gibbs, Walter Fisher 
and James McManus; Editor Webb, 
Richard Stearns and David Ladd; Ge­
orge, John Scott and Robert Skinner; 
Constable Warren, Rodney Mansfield 
and Hollis Kinslow; Howie Newsome, 
Robert Williams and Parker Riddle; 
Assist. Stagemanger, David Hemming- 
way and Norman Caron; Joe Stoddard, 
Glen Lougee and Theolfelos Aliapoulios; 
Farmer McCarthy, Paul Morse and 
Henry Danserreau; Mrs. Gibbs, Irene 
Scroggins and Judith Bean; Mrs. Webb,
for Wednesday and Friday and at the 
Wildcat for Thursday and Saturday 
nights. Tickets will go on sale Monday, 
March 6, 1950.
Panel Decides Yes! Women Prep 
For Notch Putsch After Debate
W m m m  »  
■ ■ .
Tonight, with the glare of* the torchlight parade, the 29th annual UNH Winter 
Carnival rolls into high gear. The parade will follow the band to Bonfire Hill, 
where Prexy Adams will install Carnival Queen Joanne Nelson. Attending the
Queen will be her aides, Lorna Hadley, Maxine Armstrong, Pat Wilkie and Betty
Winn.
Immediately following the installation, the intramural basketball champion­
ships will be played in the field house. Afterward comes the “ Snow Brawl Dance” , 
also in the field house.
Throughout Friday afternoon, there 
will be general skiing for everyone at
Garrison Hill in Dover; also the running
of men’s and women’s slalom races. 
While this is going on, a team of judges 
headed by Professor Thomas of the Art 
Department will choose the winning 
snow sculptures.
McKinley Plays Ball 
Friday evening at nine comes the fea­
ture event of the big weekend — Carni­
val Ball. There will be dancing until 
2 a.m. to the dreamy music of Ray Mc­
Kinley’s band. This is probably the 
biggest name band to come to campus 
since the war.
The climax of the Ball will be the 
coronation o f the queen. She will be 
crowned with a large floral headpiece, 
and will reign in state from the royal 
throne. Prizes will then be awarded for 
the winning snow sculptures.
Varsity Sports 
Saturday afternoon’s activities will in­
clude a hockey game starting at the rink 
at 2 p.m. where the varsity team will face 
MIT. On the slope in front of Lambda 
Chi there will be men’s snow-shoe ob­
stacle races, cross-country races, and 
toboggan races. The varsity basketball 
team will meet Lowell Textile in the 
Field House at 8 p.m.
Under the lights at the Hockey Rink 
the_ ice show will start at 7 p.m., fea­
turing the widely known Claremont 
Junctioneers. During the intermission, 
there will be a comic hockey game be­
tween Senior Skulls and W RA.
Sunday afternoon at 3:30 Mask and 
Dagger will present an all-freshman cast 
in “The Clod” by Lewis Beech. Follow­
ing the play, the Men’s Glee Club, con­
ducted by Miss Elaine Majchrzak, will 
give a concert.
A ski trip to North Conway will leave 
Durham at 7 :30 Sunday morning. Sign­
up sheets for the day trip will go up 
Thursday morning and there is no limit 
on the number who can go.
A E D  Speaker Raps 
Fee-Splitting Habits
“ If you are strongly motivated to serve 
humanity, and don’t mind spending years 
of preparation to work long and irreg­
ular hours for inadequate compensation, 
choose the profession of medicine” , was 
the gist of the advice given at the meet­
ing of AED, national honorary pre­
medical fraternity, last Monday evening.
Dr. Lester R. Whittaker, prominent 
Portsmouth surgeon, told the students of 
some of the disadvantages of a doctor’s 
life. Dr. Whittaker received his M.D. 
degree from Harvard Medical School. 
An honorary member of the New Hamp­
shire Chapter of AED, Dr. Whittaker is 
listed as a surgical specialist by the 
American Board of Surgery. _
Much of Dr. Whittaker’s talk was de­
voted to the evil practice of fee-splitting 
among all too many doctors. He urged 
the pre-medical students to do all they 
could to wipe out this reprehensible prac­
tice in their future professional life.
Dr. Joel White, UNH University 
physician, added his comments on the 
less glamorous side of medicine. He 
drew on his experiences in many years 
of work in naval medicine.
To conclude the meeting, a repre­
sentative of the American Optical Com­
pany demonstrated models of the micro­
scopes, that would be needed by students 
entering medical school.
Music Dept. Will Feature 
Winter Concert, Feb. 26
A  special winter concert, featuring 
Prof. Donald E. Steele in a perform­
ance of the Tschaikovsky Piano Con­
certo, to be held Sunday, February 26, 
at 8 P.M. was recently announced by 
the Music Department. The program 
which will be held in New Hampshire 
Hall, will be conducted by Prof. Geor­
ge E. Reynolds, and will include the 
Schubert Symphony No. 5 and the 
Overture “ Rip Van W inkle” by the 
noted American composer, George 
Chadwick. The concert is open to the 
public at no admission.
The winter band concert scheduled
After the battle was over last Friday evening, these forensic scholars lined 
up to await the judges’ decision. Pictured, left to right, are: Jean Babtiste (A1 
Rogers), Farmer Redfern (Leo Redfern), Mayor Mary McNair (Frank Robie), 
Lord Flushbottom (Wilfred H. Bisson), and Moderator Howard Daly.
Woman’s place IS in the home! The by the eminent Mayor Mary Margaret
question which has plagued civilization 
for centuries was finally settled by a dis­
tinguished panel of experts at Durham 
Notch Hall last Wednesday. Sponsored 
by the University Debating Club and 
Student Union, the question, “ Is W o­
man’s Place In The Home?” was won 
by the affirmative when it received the 
decision of a jury of six women and six 
men.
Upholding the affirmative were Jean 
Baptiste, father of sixteen offspring, who 
spoke from his rich and varied experi-
for March 5, has been postponed to al- ence, and Farmer Redfern, owner of 
low the New Hampshire Symphony sixteen pure-bred cows, who also spoke 
Orchestra, sponsored by Opus 45, to j from experience.
present a concert on that date. I The negative team was distinguished
McNair and Professor Flushbottom of 
Oxford, who left his wife at home in 
England while he is over in this coun­
try lecturing to American women on the 
drudgery of being tied down in the home.
Ray Grady, President of the Debating 
Club, welcomed an overflow audience at 
the Notch, and weakened the affirmative 
side somewhat when he invited the girls 
to leave the home and come out for the 
Debating Club.
Master of Ceremonies Howard Daly, 
who handled the affair with polish, 
closed the proceedings by reminding the 
girls that now the question had been con­
clusively decided, they should act ac­
cordingly.
March Conference 
O f  Student Councils 
Will be Held Here
Student Council will be host to repre­
sentatives of the student governments of 
four New England Land Grant Colleges 
on March 24 and 25, who will discuss 
their mutual problems.
The Universities of Maine, Vermont, 
Massachusetts, and Rhode Island will 
each send four representatives to the con­
vention.
Each college’s representatives will 
come prepared to present a report on a 
particular problem facing the colleges. 
Each report will be given to a panel con­
sisting of one representative from each 
college. These panels will revise the 
reports, which will then be presented to 
and discussed by the entire assembly.
Featured speaker at the conference 
will be Dr. Gordon Lippitt, assistant 
professor of psychology at Union Col­
lege, Schenectady, New York. Dr. Lip­
pitt is an expert in the field of group 
dynamics, or getting people to work with 
one another in groups. President Adams 
will deliver the welcoming address.
Weekend Sports Calendar
Basketball: varsity, Lowell Textile;
freshman, Lowell Textile J .V .; intra­
mural, Wentworth Acres vs. Kappa 
Sigma.
Hockey: varsity, M.I.T.
Track: varsity, Maine at Orono; fresh­
man, Exeter at Exeter.
Skiing: Norwich Carnival at Northfield 
Vt.
M I T vs. U N H
UNH Frosh Five wins 8th straight, 
74-52. Varsity loses 64-61.
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Greek ttlorld
by Sally Baker and Andy Kinslow
“ T O N IG H T  T H E  SN O W  Q U EE N  
W E  IN S T A L L ”
Friday —  'the Circus Winter Carnival 
Ball,
Saturday —  those frat parties —  hip, 
hip, hurray! !
Sunday —  sleep it of, it s Recuper­
ation Day!
H A V E  FU N !
Come one and all to ye Durham 
depot to see the Brass Band from 
Kappa Sig welcome Beryl all the way 
from Colorado to the Winter Carnival 
this week. A great time will be had 
by a ll. . .  Gentleman in the balcony: 
PMD reports Andy Hastings per­
plexed as to the disposal of $795 
worth of Persian lamb coat won in a 
recent contest. W ord to the wise js 
sufficient! . . .. Advice to Laramie 
AGR, don’t take bets on crows. 
Question —  W hy? Answer —  caws 
. . .  Carl Cross and Paul Dyer of 
PMD are still talking about the won­
derful ride they were taken for. There 
must be more to this item than ap­
pears here . . .  Bob “ McShane Mik- 
zenas bids a noisy farewell, firecrakers 
and all, to Theta Chi this w eek . . .  
Clayton Cox, SAE, is still looking for 
the best seller, Sex Rides at Night. 
(Ed. note: W ho isn’t?) . .  W hodunit!; 
AGR reports the coil of George 
Mouseley’s car missing. No charge. 
...A lph a  Chi Nancy and Perk: 
Have you been seeing things, or was 
that a skull and crossbone that glow­
ed on your ceiling Friday nite? Did it 
help you make your mind u p ? . . .  
Flash —  Kappa Sig’s Reevo is back!
New Officers: At A T O : President, 
Doug W hitcom b; Veep, A1 Robinson; 
Secretary, D oc Robinson; Treasurer, 
Tim Sevigny . . .  At Alpha X i: Presi­
dent, Barb Campbell; Veep, Joyce 
Brown; Secretary, Joanne Rydin; 
Treasurer, Jackie Bastille; Social 
Chairman, Jody Lanyon . . .  New Offi­
cers at PK A : President, Bill Tasker; 
Veep Bill Patterson; Treasurer, Park­
er Ballard; Social Chairman, Pansy 
Thompson.
According to all available records, 
Dick French Acacia completed his 
his hrst week o f classes without a cut 
Also according to all available 
records: Exams over, the total at
SAE is 7 cases No-doze, 3 bottles 
Kimball’s best, and 69 shots M or­
phine . . .  Congratulations to Pat W il­
kie Alpha Chi who made the ski 
team . . .  T w o Theta U sisters have 
moved into the house Ellie Brockle- 
bank and “ Tina” Costarakis . . .  Bob 
“ Pride and Joy” Dusseault, Phi D U 
has a new set of teeth, autom atic. . .  
Pistol Sundeen SAE is back on cam­
pus in true form . . .  Query: W hy is
Don Hellburg, Acacia, no longer in 
favor of a Yz majority in voting? ? 
John “ Rocket” Tewksbury TK E  no­
ticed taking diligent notes from “ Liv­
ing Things and You”  . . Schofield Hall 
tells us that Phi Alpha had a house 
dance Saturday n ite . . .S .  and S. de­
clare war on Alpha Xi after the b a ll. . .
Lynch SAE starting a movement to 
move the University to North Con­
way. Okay by us! ! . . .P a t  Walker 
Phi Mu is currently sleeping in^ the 
vault with the new silver . . .  Dick “ See 
Nest” Chattellieer Phi D U wonders 
what the older generation is coming 
to. “ Ixnay P op!” . . .  Neutral corner:
Congrats to Jo Nelson, North’s 
candidate and the campus choice for 
Carnival Queen —  also, welcome back 
to Anne Connell again residing at 
Smith after a long siege of pneumonia.
Carnival week-end plans include a 
dance and open house to be held at 
East-West, and an open house at 
North.
“ H i” to Schofield’s new house mem­
bers —  Jean Mason, Diana Perkins 
and Marguerite Mollay
Pinned —  Pat Anderson, North, to 
Bruce Barber, SAE —  evidently the 
competition from East threw away his 
crutches too soon!
Betty Dane, Brook House, was mar­
ried recently to Donald Wallace and 
is now living in Georgia.
Schofield had a very successful 
party at Ballard on February 10, and 
thanks should be given to Betty John­
son for her hard work as chairman.
Another outstanding social event of 
the past week was the faculty tea and 
valentine party at Scott, Sunday. 
Hilda W olfson and Ruth Goldthwaite 
were co-chairmen. Mrs. Worman and 
Mrs. Eaton poured.
Priscilla Osborne has been named 
as dormitory representative to the Re­
vlon Fashion Board.
Canterbury Club Develops Ambitious Program
Garrison Grocery




Open Sundays and Holidays
39 Central Avenue
At Sawyers Dover
FIRST CHOICE FOR '50
B U IC K
In Every Price Class
Dover Buick Company
256 Central Avenue Dover
Phone 83
Little Chick of AGR flattened Big 
Bob of A G R  with one hand . . .  Pa- 
jama-clad PMD pledges furnished ex­
otic (check that word) music for Theta 
U and Alpha X i Friday nite. “ Oh, 
sweet misery of life.”
Engagements: John Downs PMD
to Jane P ow ell. .  Alex Tellow PMD to 
Shelley Winters. It’s amazing what 
an education can do for one.
Marriages: Dick Warner Theta Chi 
and Betty Shearer Alpha Xi;
Pledged to A T O : Tom  Doon.
Initiates: PM D: Ed Soboczenski,
John Herring, Jim Hickey, Nick Cap- 
ron, Lee Sarty, Bud W oodbury, Jim 
Conides, Pete Peterson, Bob Bodwell, 
Hazen Bickford ..  Kappa Delta: Barb 
Bellatty, Eleanor Juranies, Barbara 
Saunders, Pat Fitzgerald, and Winnie 
Wright.
Did you hear about the king who 
had so many animals in his kingdom 
that his reign was called on account of 
game? ? ? T H IS  IS O U R JO K E !
The purpose of the Canterbury Club 
is to maintain the tradition of the 
Episcopal Church in worship and 
doctrine, and to provide an organi­
zation whereby students may join to­
gether in Christian fellowship.
The club’s activities are commen­
surate with the desire of the Episco­
pal Church to make Christianity ele- 
vant to collegest udents. Apart from 
the ministry of the Chaplin, the club 
is strictly a layman’s group. It builds 
its program around a belief in God 
through Jesus Christ, and manifests 
that in the areas of Worship, Study, 
Giving, Evangelism, Service,- and 
Unity.
Activity in the area of Worship cen­
ters around the service of St. George’s 
Mission held in the Pine Room  at 
Ballard Hall. There the members of 
the Club, like the rest of the Episco­
pal students and townspeople, attend 
the services of Holy Communion on 
Wednesdays and special Feast Days 
at 7 :00 a.m., and on Sundays at eight 
in the morning, and the Morning 
Worship Service on Sundays at 
eleven.
The emphasis of the programs of 
regular meetings is on study. A  pic­
ture of activity in this area may best 
be gotten by a review of the Club’s 
program for the present semester, 
which .-for those meeting during Lent 
center around a study of the Bible. 
This is in line with the general Len­
ten program of the Episcopal Church. 
On February 16, Mr. Shultz of the 
English department will speak on the 
Psalms, and on March 2, the Rev. 
Randall C. Giddings, club chaplain, 
will speak on the Prophets. Contin­
uing with the interest in the Bible, 
Rev. Charles T. W ebb of St. Paul’s 
School in Concord, N. H., will speak 
to the club on the Life of Christ. On 
March 30, the Club will sponsor a 
showing of the film, “ The King of 
Kings” , a Hollywood production of 
■the life of Christ.
Election of officers will he held at 
a meeting April 27. Mr. Daggett of 
the English Department will be the 
speaker. The Rt. Rev. Charles F. 
Hall, Episcopal Bishop of the Di­
ocese of New Hampshire, will be the 
guest of honor at the Annual Canter­
bury Club Banquet on May 4. The 
Bishop will conduct the service of 
Confirmation, and a number of the 
students will be brought into the Epis 
copal Church.





All Men7s Ski Pants
$13.00
One Third Off
$55 Overcoats —  Now $33
BRAD MclNTIRE
LATE RELEASES
It lsn7t Fair 
My Lily and My Rose 
Chattanooga Shoe Shine Boy 
Bamboo
Sitting By The Window 







J. E. LOTHROPTo., Inc.
Dover, N. H.
Members of the Canterbury Club are pictured as they gathered for an 
informal discussion recently. Appearing in the photo above, reading left to 
right, are Lois Kezar, Rev. Randal Giddings, Joan Woodard, Winn Rowe, 
Eddy Vangas and Verne Ray.
The area of giving refers to the 
time and money given to the work of 
the Church. This year there was a 
substantial rise in student financial aid 
to the Mission here in Durham.
The Evangelical interests of the 
club are manifested in the attempt to
draw more students into the life of the 
church, both through the membership 
drive and personal contacts.
The club works for Unity among all 
faiths. It is furthered through mem­
bership in the United Protestant As- 




Where your G. I. Dividend Check goes a  Long W ay
J. P. Keenan Co., Inc.
] Low er Square 
—   -
Dover, N- H.
T H R E E  C H E E R S !  O ur Winter Coats
7/To keep all your clothes77 
Looking Better . . . Longer
Ask for SANXTONE Dry Cleaning
Sanitone scores everytime over ordinary dry cleaning! 
Stubborn, embedded dirt comes out like magic. Spots and 
odors disappear. Back comes that soft, like-new feeling to 
every garment. Let us solve your coat cleaning problem 
this week!
For Delivery Call Dover 2080
41 Waldron Street
DYE HOUSE
I N C O R P O R A T E D




... 7Our Town7 Is One of the Finest 
Achievements of the Current Stage77 
—  N. Y. Times, Brooks Atkinson
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Letters to the Editor
Second the Motion
T o  the Editor:
Enclosed you will find a clipping 
of what I feel has timely news inter­
est. Being an exponent for reform 
in college teaching, I would like to 
see this reprinted in the New Hamp­








I am touring American colleges and 
universities in the interest of the 
struggle to maintain and extend aca­
demic freedom and would appreciate 
an opportunity to speak before a 
group at your institution.'
I am one of the three professors 
recently dismissed from the faculty of 
the University of Washington where I 
taught in the Department of Phil­
osophy for nineteen years. The sole 
ground for my dismissal was my pres­
ent acknowledged membership in the 
Communist Party of the United 
States.
From the experience I have had 
appearing before college audiences, I 
am convinced that American students 
welcome the opportunity of hearing 
and cross-questioning a Communist 
professor.
I would greatly appreciate your 
printing this letter in your paper, or 
helping in any other way to publicize 
the fact that I am open for speaking 
engagements before student or fac­
ulty groups. Mutually convenient 
dates may be arranged by commu­
nicating with this address.
Respectfully,
Herbert J. Phillips 
Suite 1613
205 East 42nd Street 
New York, N, Y.
A  silent house 
A  darkened room 
A  road at night 
A  musty tomb 
A  loaded gun 
A  gleaming -eye 
A  claw-shaped hand 
A  wailing cry 
A  shiny bqdge 
A  mother dead 
A  scowling glance 
A  word unsaid 
A  broken god 
A  flattened tire 
A  brother lost 
A forest fire 
A  spider’s web 
» A  slimmy pool 
A  new deia
An ornery mule 
An octopus 
A  motor’s roar 
A  big brown rat 
A  thought of war 
A  cruel word 
A  radical book 
A  greyish fog 
A  stranger’s look 
An angry crowd 
A  team’s defeat 
A  social snub 
A  wild retreat 
A  near collision 
A  sheeted mob 
An empty tank 
A  needed job 
A  sudden noise 
A  violent sea 
A  barking dog 
An irate bee 
A  cold damp sweat 
A  grasping breath 
A  thing unknown
The thought of death
Leo F. Redfern
The New Hampshire, and Chesterfield 
Cigarettes invites students to partici­
pate in our “ Sonnet of the Week” con­
test to start with next week’s issue.
A  sonnet of 14 lines, written by a stu­
dent, will appear in this column each 
week and the winning poet will receive 
a cartoon of “ABC” smokes for his 
efforts. Entries, accompanied by a gold- 
blocked “ Ch” from the front of a Ches­
terfield pack, must be mailed to The New  
Hampshire Offices, Ballard Hall, Dur­
ham, where they will be judged by the 
editorial staff and the week’s, best will 
be printed here the following week. All 
entries should' be postmarked not later 
than Friday noon of the previous week. 
Those not received in time for that 
week’s contest will be judged in the fol­
lowing week’s competitions.
N E W  H A M P S H IR E
Official Undergraduate Newspaper of 
the University of New Hampshire
Published weekly on Thursday throughout the 
school year by the students o f the University o f 
New Hampshire.
Entered as second class matter at the post office 
at Durham, New Hampshire, under the act o f March 
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UNH Intellectual Parodies 
Robert Frost's Great Poem
I think I know whose woods these are. 
His house from here is very far;
He will not see me stop my Ford 
To watch the snow by yonder star.
My little Ford must think me nuts 
To stop out here nearby no huts. 
Between the woods and friz-up lake 
While whistling winds whip round our 
butts.
He gives his frame a shudd’ring shake; 
He thinks there must be some mistake. 
The only other sound’s the groan 
Of rolling wheels and slipping brake.
The woods are lovely dark and deep,
But down the hill my Ford did creep.
I must walk miles before I sleep,
I must walk miles before I sleep.
— Walt Holden
Mystery Man Contest
Snow on the roof with warmth in­
side
A  voice to the overseas lad 
. A  veritable must on Founder’s Day
And a father to every grad.
If you have guessed him or think you 
have, explain how these clues helped you 
to arrive at your conclusion; enclose a 
gold-blocked “ Ch” from the front of a 
Chesterfield pack, and mail your entry 
to Bob Collins, Phi Mu Delta.
Last week’s Mystery Man: Mo Var-
eny. Last week’s winners: Dick Mans­
field, Gen Furman, Mike Mitchell, Ken 




Christian Science Organization 
Service
Wednesday, 7 p.m ., SCM Lounge 
SCM Chapel Service 
Wednesday, 6:45 p .m .-7 :10 p .m . 
SCM Chapel
St. Thomas More’s Parish
Mass Sunday, 8-11 a. m,, Mk. Aud. 
Daily Mass, 7 a. m. at Rectory 
Sunday Night Benediction, 7 p.m. 
at Rectory
Episcopalian Services
H oly Communion, Sunday, 8 a. m. 
St. George’s Rectory. Morning 
Prayer and Sermon, Church 
School in Pine Room, Ballard. 
H oly Communion, Wednesday, 
7 a. m. in the Chapel, N. H. 
Hall.
Letters to the Editor
must include the following informa­
tion in order to be considered for 
publication:




Letters without this full informa­
tion will not be published. Names 
and addresses will be withheld up­
on request.
Potatoes and Politics
Food . . .
One glaring- facet of the knock-down-drag- 
out fight between the Fair Deal and the conserv­
ative Republican opposition came to public view 
last week. Secretary of Agriculture Brannan 
announced that perhaps 50,000,000 bushels of 
potatoes will have to be destroyed in the com ing 
year if the nation’s surplus cannot be disposed of 
in another fashion. This waste of taxpayer’s 
m oney will undoubtedly be a major issue in the 
com ing elections.
Under the Fair Deal program, the govern­
ment has agreed to support the basic price of po­
tatoes in order to guarantee a decent basic level 
of living to the farmer and other handlers of 
potatoes. The government supports the parity 
market price by regulating the supply of potatoes 
available for consumption by  the people. In 
other words, the United States must buy the sur­
plus potato crop from the producers. The price 
for next year’s surplus crop, as estimated by 
Newsweek, will be $2.10 a bushel. The result of 
this scheme is the aforementioned 50,000,000- 
bushel surplus. The government is pledged to 
buy them —  and can’t decide what to do.w ith  
them.
. . . For . . .
Secretary Brannan has asked Congress, 
which wrote the present price-support bill, for 
advice on the problem. He was refused, and 
therefore must work his Way out of the quandry 
without legislative support or assistance. And 
who will suffer, outside of the Taxpayer, for 
this lack of cooperation? ' Obviously, the Fair 
Deal. Elections are com ing and it’s a good bet 
that those men who purposely cold-shouldered 
the administration’s appeal for help will be the 
very ones who will flay the Dem ocratic regime 
for its waste of John Q. Public’s hard-earned 
coin.
There are many constructive solutions to 
the surplus problem. First, the farmers could 
be persuaded to buy back the potatoes at cut- 
rate prices for use as fertilizer or fodder for 
farm animals. Or, the potatoes could be used 
by  the various states and the Federal govern­
ment as cheap food for the poor and for lunches 
in the public schools. And, of course, we could 
try to send the edible surplus potatoes, which 
cannot be legally consumed by people in the 
United States, to the underfed areas of the 
world. But this would probably cut down on 
the profits of some American businessman. 
Still, think, would a man with a stomach full 
of American food be a ready convert to Com­
munism?
. . . . Thought
But these things will probably never hap­
pen. The governm ent’s present warehouses are 
full from former surpluses, and Congress, with 
elections just around the corner, has shown a 
singularly uncharacteristic closeness about the 
national purse strings.
One thing is clear, however, there will be a 
loss, and probably a w hopping one. But there 
are ways in which, with a little teamwork and 
com m on sense, and without a lot of selfishness 
and blind stupidity in our government, to mini­
mize the effects of this deficit. There must be 
more economical ways to use the crop than 
piling tons of rotting spuds in neat rows on 
some distant and quite useless horizon.
D. L. C.
Support Needed
Freshmen! W here were you on the night 
of Tuesday, February 7, 1950? A t the Fresh­
man basketball gam e? That’s the spirit. But 
your class meeting started at seven o ’clock, 
thus giving you time to attend before the game. 
Or were you studying that evening? That’s 
commendible on your part. But couldn’t you 
begrudge half an hour? Only about forty did!
Class governments are supposedly run on 
democratic principles. That means that they 
should reflect the will of the majority. But 
with only forty out of a thousand class-mem- 
bers present when important business is to be 
transacted, a small group could control the 
meeting for its own interests.
You have very capable people working on 
the class project. Is the apparent lack of inter­
est on the part of their classmat6s going to spur 
them on to do their best for the class? O f 
course n o t !
It’s up to you to make a name for the class. 
Y our representatives can’t do it all.
R. H. S.
Profit vs» Duty
W e . , ,
In the past, Carnival W eekend has meant 
but one thing to student editors of The New 
Hampshire; namely, news and features relating 
to the Carnival W eekend.
Nearly one year ago, your editors determin­
ed to make the 1950 Carnival W eekend paper 
the biggest and the most informative issue ever 
to herald a U N H  winter carnival. The editors 
contracted for special additional advertisements 
with their national advertising agency so that 
they might supplement the regular eight-page 
issue with an additional four pages. Plans were 
formulated to print a special Carnival Edition 
which was to be distributed throughout the 
campus late Friday evening carrying the latest 
Carnival news and a complete program for the 
follow ing days’ events. This edition would have 
delivered the punch which we believe The New 
Hampshire should lend to every affair and activi­
ty whenever possible.
One week ago Sunday evening, the editors 
were requested to cancel their plans for this 
special edition. A  representative of the Outing 
Club informed us that if w e pursued our pro­
posed schedule, we would be in direct com peti- 
ton with their organization’s plans to publish a 
“ souvenir”  booklet. This booklet had been pre­
pared and planned some three weeks before we 
were requested to drop our project, but had 
never been brought to the attention of The New 
Hampshire, despite the fact that several mem­
bers of Blue Circle, the Outing Club’s govern­
ing organization, were told of our plans approxi­
mately two months ago. The Outing Club was 
correct, probably, in assuming that our special 
edition would act as a competitive publicity tool
against the financial prosperity of their own pro­
ject.
. . . Adopt . . .
Taking into consideration the work and 
effort already expended on the OC booklet, and 
the fact that The New Hampshire is, and always 
has been, edited on the principle that its mission 
is to assist and co-operate with student groups, 
your editors decided to honor Outing Club’s re­
quest. Consequently, no lengthy, inform ing arti­
cles appear in this issue to tell you, the reader, 
what is going to be happening every minute dur­
ing this weekend’s “ Snow Circus” . A  brief cal­
endar of events may be found in this week’s 
Campus Calendar.
The reader will notice the lack of this tradi­
tional information and will quite possibly find 
his scheduling of carnival activities rather diffi­
cult. W e sincerely regret any inconvenience and 
inadequacy that this lack of information causes. 
W e can only suggest that you buy a copy of 
O C ’s “ souvenir”  program if you seek an inclu­
sive coverage of the Carnival W eekend. It 
might be pertinent at this time to bring out the 
fact that hustling Outing Club members have 
rounded up enough advertising to cover the esti­
mated costs of the booklet. A t present, all 
money realized from the sale of these booklets 
is calculated as clear profit.
. . .  A  Policy
W ithout doubt, the Outing Club performs 
a definite and vital function on this campus. 
They have traditionally performed it well. Sub­
stantial amounts of money are required in order 
to carry on their w ork ; and Carnival W eekend 
and membership tickets are their only sources 
of income. Possibly, their actions in “ soaking”  
students for this information, which the student 
may rightfully feel The New Hampshire is al­
ready subsidized to print, are orthodox despite 
the fact that they are profit-seeking. W e  do not 
believe so, but that is for you to  decide.
In the future, The New Hampshire will fol­
low a policy of presenting all the news in the 
manner that we see fit. Organizations seeking 
assistance from this paper should contact us, 
with the time element given ample consideration. 
W e will continue to extend every phase of co - 
opration possible on our part, and trust that stu­
dent groups (and individuals) will extend the 
same cooperation to us. One point will always 
be fundimental —  The New Hampshire is pri­
marily a student voice; it will carry all the news 
and other forms of public information which it 
considers its intended duties. W . A . G.
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Student Political Clubs Reactivate
Students for Democratic Action 
First Political Group Recognized
by Dave Cunniff
The first student political group recog­
nized by the University is the local 
chapter of the Students for Democratic 
Action, a progressive student organiza- 
ion affiliated with the Americans for 
Democratic Action.
The SDA was founded in the Spring 
of 1947. Although it is an autonomous 
organization, it works closely with the 
A D A  because of the harmony of politi­
cal thought between the two movements.
In foreign affairs, the SDA seeks to 
have the United States work to create 
those world-wide conditions in which 
the individual—no longer shackled by 
fear of war and want—is free* to develop 
himself among his fellow beings. _ It 
favors strong support of the “Third 
Force”—those elements which strive for 
social democracy—as the best alternative 
to totalitarianism of either the right or 
the left.
It believes that lasting peace, in which 
all nations, regardless of size or ideology 
can live together, can be attained only 
through a system of enforced world law. 
But, even though it favors such a world
Kitten Skiers Nip Kents Hill; 
Will Compete at Middlebury
At a previous meeting “Women’s Ski 
Club— UNH” was chosen as the team 
name by the lassie hickory-runners. A 
democratic system of representation has 
been drawn up this year in which every­
one from the 21-girl squad acquires an 
opportunity to participate in the sched­
uled meets.
There is no set ski team, as for each 
meet a different group of girls is selected 
to exhibit for UNH. This holds true for 
all events with the exception of the sla­
lom course, for which the selection is 
based on time trials given at different 
intervals by Miss Newman.
Last Saturday the NH fillies walked 
away with top honors as they copped 
the first four places in both events, when 
they competed in a combined meet with 
Kents Hill and Westbrook. Pat Wilkie 
came in first in slalom and downhill; 
Rhoda Pickwick followed closely, tak­
ing second place, Jean Morrison nabbed 
third and Jon Sterling placed fourth in 
slalom and sixth in downhill.
Kents Hill offered a beautiful hill 
and a variety of snows, which made for 
all-around pleasant skiing conditions and 
provided excellent practice for the girls 
who will be sent to ski against the stiff 
competition offered at the Middlebury 
Carnival, the weekend of the 25th.
The team w ill be chosen from :
Ethel Brown, Pat Yetan, Gina M cLain, Roberta 
Upton, Ann M errill, Jean M orrison, Marcia Sullivan, 
Lidia Thorne, Janet Gardner, Rhoda P ickw ick, 
Diane Cohen, Janet Tasker, Jon Sterling, Pat W ood- 
arji, Joyce Chalmers, Barbara Hunt, Ginny T hom e, 
Cary Brownrig, Leigh Cree, and Chris Drew.
A M E R IC A N  
H O U S E
Dover's Leading Hotel
Featuring
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Insure and Be Sure
Tel. 39 Durham
government, the group supports what it 
considers immediate measures for peace, 
the Marshall Plan and the Atlantic Pact.
On the domestic front, SDA works to 
maintain our economic stability and to 
improve our standard of living, at the 
same time striving to expand our funda­
mental liberties. SDA further feels that 
since today’s students have a great stake 
in the future of the democratic way of 
life, they should be allowed to have a 
voice in both local and national policy.
For these reasons, SDA strongly fa­
vors Federal aid to education, fair-em- 
ployment-practice acts, regional develop­
ment of our natural resources, national 
health insurance, and support of the 
Brannan Program and the rest of Presi­
dent Truman’s Fair Deal, including re­
peal of the Taft-Hartley Act.
The local chapter of SDA was found­
ed in 1948. Now that the University has 
recognized it, an inclusive program 
which has been in preparation for many 
months will be effected. This program 
includes research projects in the prac­
tical application of modern liberal poli­
tics, and lectures by prominent Ameri­
cans of affairs like Arthur Schlessinger. 
Jr., Pulitzer-Prize winner; Leonard V. 
Finder, New Hampshire newspaper pub­
lisher, and Archibald MacLeish, noted 
American poet and former Librarian of 
Congress.
-  CANTERBURY
(continued from page 2)
sociation, and joint meetings with 
other religions on Campus.
Social activities are not stressed in 
the Club, but those that are held • are 
recognized as a time to gather to­
gether in the spirit of Christian fel­
lowship. It is in this interest that 
the Club has planned an outing for 
its meeting the eleventh of May, its 
annual dance, parties, and hayrides.
The Club received its Charter in 
December, 1947, with 15 to 35 mem­
bers, and was placed under the guid­
ance of consecrated laymen in Dur­
ham. This year it boasts a member­
ship o f  76 with close to 100 students 
taking part in Club activities. The 
Rector of St. Thomas Church in 
Dover saw that with the rise in en­
rollment there was a need to- minister 
to some 250 Episcopal students. Fnd- 
ing the additional work too much of a 
strain, a call for a Chaplain was made. 
In August, 1947, the Rev. Randall C. 
Giddings and his family came to Dur­
ham. A  few local people petitioned 
Bishop Dallas to form a Mission and 
the growth of student work and the 
Mission went hand in hand.
Although the club is an activity of 
the Episcopal Church, its membership
Young Republicans 
Hold Organizational 
Meeting - Pine Room
The Young Republicans’ Club, a stu­
dent organization affiliated with the na­
tion’s major conservative political party, 
will hold an organizational meeting in 
the Pine Room in Ballard Hall on 
Wednesday, February 22, at 8 :00 p.m.
The meeting, the first of the organiza­
tion since the political ban was imposed 
nearly a year-and-a-half ago, will be for 
the purpose of petitioning the University 
for recognition as a political student 
group under the newly determined regu­
lations.
The University has allowed the club 
use of the Pine Room for one meeting 
only. The Constitution of the society 
will have to be submitted and accepted 
by the administration before any more 
meetings can be held, so it is essential 
that all persons interested in the Republi­
can movement on the UNH campus be 
present.
Photographs of Holy Land 
Exhibited in Hewitt by Life
A photographic exhibit of the Holy 
Land, prepared by the editors of Life 
magazine, will open Thursday on the 
Universtiy of New Hampshire campus.
The display will be shown in the Ex­
hibition Corridor of Hewitt until Feb. 
24.
Dmitri Kessel, a Life photographer, 
made a month’s pilgrimage from Dan 
to Beersheba to take the pictures. He 
devoted most of his time to such scenes 
in and near Jerusalem as the Court of 
the Gentiles, Herod’s Gate, Mount of 
Olives, Dome on the Rock, and the Gar­
den of Gethsemane.
Many of the pictures have not been 
published. Included in the exhibition 
are photographs of Bethlehem; the Vale 
of Elah, where David slew Goliath; 
Jericho; Shiloh, where the Ark of Co­
venant first rested permanently; and 
other sites rich in biblical legend and 
fact.
While no attempt at story sequence 
has been made, captions identify each 
historical site, and short passages from 
the Bible refer to relevant scenes cr 
ideas whose connotations are similar in 
mood.
represents a wide range and variety 
of faiths. The Club extends a cordial 
welcome to all students interested in 
attending meetings, The next meet­
ing, February 16, will feature Mr. 
Shultz who will speak on the Psalms.
Patronize Our Advertisers
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Soda —  Ice Cream —  Smokes 
U. N. H. Souvenirs
The W IL D C A T
Newman Club to Join in 
Newman Day Observance
National Newman Day, Sunday, Feb, 
26, will be marked on campus by a spec­
ial observance by the UNH Catholic so­
ciety. The program will include an 
afternoon talk and special observance.. 
Details will be made public at a later 
date by Norma Farrar, Chairman of the 
local Catholic Action Committee.
Over 400 Newman Clubs are partici- 
pting in this observance, which will be 
climaxed by a nation-wide Spiritual Bou­
quet, which will be presented to Pope 
Pius X II during a Holy-Year Pilgrim­
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ALL THE KING'S MEN
Brad Crawford
lt7s a treat to eat
at
I  R. C. A. M
Television Radios
Just In —  attractive table model —  $19.95 
Same model with large 8 " speaker —  $29.95







IDEAL FOOD STORE INC.
7 Madbury Road
Fresh Vegetables —  Frozen Foods 
Fresh Meats
Phone 3 For Free Delivery
Follansbee’s
G O O D  FOOD -  REASONABLE PRICES
A / o h a  a n  3 ) i d f d a y
NEW 1950
Cadillacs Oldsmobiles
Come in for a demonstration with no obligation.
K E N M O R E  M O T O R  C O .
/
Opposite Post Office
DO VER 'S LARGEST GARAGE
142 Washington St. Dover, N. H.
RCA Vicfot 9W51
Small size . . .  big value. You 11 find plenty of 
room in your living room— and your budget— 
for this handsome new console. Only 28 inches 
high, a foot and a half wide. Has a powerful 
AM  radio and the world’s fastest record changer 
— the new RCA Victor "4 5 ” . Plays up to ten 
7-inch records automatically. ^ qq  « r
Has space for 140 records. AC. ^
Buy on Easy Terms
W A R R E N ’S  Furniture
60 Third Street Dover, N. H.
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Reform In College Teaching 
Urged By M. I. T. Professor
(From the Boston Sunday Herald,
What is wrong with American 
education? A fter 30 years o f teach-, 
ing, an M. I. T. professor has come 
to the sad conclusion that it fails 
generally to educate.
Research and publication have all 
too often supplanted real teaching 
ability as reasons for prom otion in 
colleges and universities, he be­
lieves. Sycophants and conformists 
have taken place o f original think­
ers daring to speak their minds. 
Young heads are being crammed 
with dates and statistics when crea­
tive thought, rather than m em ory 
tests, should be the goal.
Better, more fearless, more stimu­
lating teachers must be found 
through reform  o f the prom otion 
system, according to Prof. F. A lex ­
ander Magoun of the human rela­
tions department o f the country’s 
biggest technical school. More pay 
is not the answer, he contends. He 
point out that many professors and 
instructors are overpaid for what 
little real w ork they do in shaping 
the future course o f youth.
In an exclusive interview, the 
dynamic professor, who is w idely 
known as an author and a lecturer, 
delivered his blast against edu­
cational methods and revealed a 
mind which turns out ideas with 
machine gun rapidity.
During his remarks, Prof. Magoun 
made it clear that good teachers 
exist in the colleges and univers­
ities.. But he inferred they are all 
too few.
HITS DRUDGERY
“A ll you have to do to know that 
something is radically wrong is to 
see how quickly students forget the 
things that have been pushed at 
them,’’ Prof. Magoun declared. 
“ See how  reluctant they are to enter 
most class rooms, how they make
by Lawrence Dame
Dec. 18, 1949)
drudgery cut o f what should be fun. 
W hy, a classroom should be an ex ­
citing place and everybdy ought to 
enjoy a session with a teacher.
“ The trouble is that there are too 
many teachers who dish out the 
same thing year after year. That’s 
the safe way. They stay out of 
trouble. But it isn’t the stimulating 
w ay to teach. It’s about time some 
of them were told that a teacher is 
not one who recites a piece and then 
goes home and puts on his slippers. 
Scored Stuffing 
Prof. Magoun touched on a point
is actually the center o f the nervous 
system and is the thing you feel 
with. How you use it to think de­
pends on how  you feel. Yet educa­
tion pays no attention to how you 
feel. There is too much o f the idea 
of ‘think like . the professor or 
flunk ’ .”
Visualizes Ideal Way
I * . .  . , , . In a Magoun class, people havewhich has brought w orry though fun There are often as many as
not much action into the homes o f £jve or sjx  b0yS talking at once.
s> , He scored j Discussion becomes general and 
t  i l  /  i  immature minds keated. The teacher’s sallies are 
with ru le-of-rote facts which youth greeted with open, unashamed 
tin ri digest. As a parent he | iaughter and the teacher has as 
u m aware o f the race which ! good a time as any one else. He 
children have in getting to school, ^ akes it clear that ideas not like
the dreary classes, the race home 
again without a chance to play, the 
groaning over lesson burdens al­
most intolerably heavy, and the 
thumping into bed when exhaustion 
sets in. “ Learning should be fun,”  
he proclaim ed again and again. “ It 
isn’t a burden when it’s fun and 
when programs are reasonably de­
vised.”
“What most teachers are doing is 
“ telling something to students, in­
stead of letting them discover. If 
students memorize, they get good 
marks. If they think for them­
selves, they get poor grades. In my 
own case, the only thing I can hope 
to teach is a good method in think­
ing. If you ’re any good, you can 
make students realize that this 
method which applies to your sub­
ject also applies to any subject.
“ Remember, the mind, which is 
so often considered a mere instru-
his own are not only welcom e but 
are encouraged.
t “ A  football coach gets paid three 
times what a professor makes and 
he deserves it,”  says the professor. 
“W hy? Because he studies each 
man. Each goes away with some­
thing learned he can’t forget. Im­
agine, some professors can’t hitch 
up names and faces. Their notes 
date back to 1935 or farther. The 
dead hand o f bygone ideas rules 
the class” .
In an ideal system as visualized 
by Prof. Magoun, teachers in d if­
ferent departments would integrate 
their work. Thus the lessons in 
Thackeray’s Vanity Fair, for ex ­
ample, would prompt teachers in 
psychology, philosophy and Eng­
lish. The psychologist would ask 
what habits led Becky Sharp to her 
sad plight. The philosopher would 
j inquire into the changes in the
ment o f reasoning in academic halls, | heroine’s life whch would have been
Roulette
"Beer, Buts, and Bed Sores! 
This Describes My Roommate”
by Ding Madden
Rather than explain again why 
this column is called Roulette I 
shall m erely begin.
My roommate, whom  I have not 
seen upright since the Hinderiburg 
burned and who thinks that a psy­
chology m ajor is a soldier in the 
mental corps, has the brain capac­
ity of a 6.00 x  16 tire tube and am­
bition paralleled by Raggedy Ann. 
I cannot say that he has troubled 
me to any great extent really, or 
that he has ever crossed m y path, 
although he constantly scurries 
about the room  like a twelve-ton 
boulder in a sea breeze. Our as­
sociation has always been harmon­
ious except for a few  little things
vital to her happiness. Students 
themselves would discuss and sup­
ply the answers.
Cites A Case 
As long as there is subservience 
in a college faculty, such a system 
w ill be unknown, the professor de­
clared. “ Dominations in industry 
do not even come close to the sub­
servience of teachers in general,” 
he asserts. “ So we continue to fill 
heads with what somebody else 
thought” .
more and better food on the Ameri­
can table. At the same time, in many 
other fields, Du Pont is helping to 
raise the American standard of living 
with continuous research aimed at 
developing new products and improv­
ing present ones.
* R E G .  U . S .  P A T .  O F F .
"M ARLA TE" 50 kills flies and many other 
insects attacking livestock, vegetables, fruits 
and forage crops.
FOR STUDENTS OF SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
BAD MEDICINE
Research th at produced an  insecticide sa fe  to  sp ray  
on cows m ay  save  m illions fo r  Am erican  agriculture
Armed with only a fly-swatter, the 
farmer would get nowhere in ridding 
his dairy barn of disease-carrying in­
sect pests. But he has to be careful 
in using insecticides around cows. A 
toxic spray may be absorbed through 
the animal’s skin and show up in 
meat, milk and butter.
Next fly-season farmers and 
ranchers will be able to buy a fly- 
killer that is both powerful and safe. 
In Du Pont Mar late* 50% techni­
cal methoxy chlor insecticide they will 
get this combination of properties 
that no single insecticide has ever 
offered before.
Methoxychlor is a recent Du Pont 
development. Du Pont scientists 
worked for eight years in the labora­
tory and in the field to develop its 
applications in agriculture.
A  safer insecticide
"Marlate” 50 is a residual insecti­
cide and remains an effective killer 
of flies, mosquitoes, fleas and lice for 
several weeks after application. When 
used as directed, this insecticide is 
exceptionally safe to human beings, 
livestock, pets and crops. This has 
led federal experts to recommend it 
not only for spraying in barns, milk 
houses and milk plants, but also on 
the animals themselves.
Besides its use oh livestock, meth­
oxychlor kills many insects that at­
tack vegetables, fruits and forage 
crops. It is offered to flower growers 
as an ihgredient in Du Pont Floral 
Dust. It is used in moth-proofing 
compounds so that dry cleaners can 
easily moth-proof woolens while 
cleaning them. Many stores carry 
aerosol bombs containing methoxy­
chlor for household use. It can be 
used with safety in flour mills, freez­
ing and canning plants, grain stor-
T H E  B I T E S  of flies, lice, and ticks can cut down milk production as much as 20 per cent. One 
spraying of " Marlate”  50 will control these pests for several weeks.
age elevators, cereal manufacturing 
plants—wherever food is processed. 
This development of research can 
bring immediate cash savings of mil­
lions of dollars to American agricul­
ture, industry and homes.
The long fight
Exciting as the future of "Marlate” 
50 appears, this does not mean that 
the use of other insecticides will not 
continue. Each has its special char­
acteristics, and each has special uses 
for which it is outstanding. There 
are at least 10,000 kinds of insect 
pests, of more or less importance, in 
North America, and there can be no 
let-up in the scientific fight being 
waged against them.
Du Pont alone now makes over 
fifty different insecticides.The knowl­
edge gained in making each one speeds 
the development of the next. By 
backing ideas with funds and facili­
ties, Du Pont helps the farmer put
SEND FOR "Chemistry and 
the Farmer,” an interesting, in­
formative booklet on the devel­
opment o f pest control, etc. 34 
pages. For your free copy, 
write to the Du Pont Com­
pany, 2503 Nemours Building, 
Wilmington, Del.
R E G .U . S. PAT. OFF.
B ETTER T H I N G S  F OR  B ETTER L I V I N G  
. . .  THROUGH CHEMISTRY
Great Dramatic Entertainment—Tune in "Cavalcade 
o f  America” Tuesday Nights, N B C  Coast to Coast
that tend to irritate me sliglfily 
such as using my bed for a laundry 
hamper and wearing out all o f m y 
clothes. I did get a bit peeved once 
when he told me that he had dented 
my car. My consternation grew 
suddenly when I found that the 
dent extended from  the tail-light 
to the windshield and that he had 
parked the car at the foot o f a 
twenty foot banking—upside down.
The only thing my roommate has 
to show for college to date is bed 
sores. His favorite position is prone 
and the only thing he has thorough­
ly learned is the ceiling above his 
bed. His conversation usually con­
cerns equally interesting subjects. 
He can rattle o ff the distance to 
the moon measured in beer cans 
and the number of seconds until 
next vacation. His definition o f 
classes is that they are a place to 
sit and rest when wandering around 
the campus.
It is not difficult to describe m y 
roommate. If you meet an individ­
ual meandering about who is sport­
ing nine days’ beard and wearing 
clothes that look like fugitives from  
a bundle that Britain sent back, it 
is probably dear roomy.
The only thing that spurs m y 
cubicle companion on is the thought 
that he has a girl. Yes, he has a 
girl. You know some girls have 
eyes that appear to be limpid pools 
of sparkling liquid. Hers, beyond 
any shadow of a doubt are like 
puddles in a freight yard. Yes, 
freight yard more than describes 
her. Her ears are like two flat 
cars run off on sidings and a fu ll 
view  of her face is exactly like a 
B & M deisel coming straight at 
you; cow-catcher and all. And 
her mouth is rather large. In fact, 
every time she yawns her nose yells 
“ Geronim o” . But room y says that 
she loves to dance. I can see her. 
A ll the rhythm she would have 
would be that of a tone deaf ele­
phant witth a club foot in a conga 
line with a bunch of mountain 
lions.
But back to my friend. The one 
thing that w ill make him open both 
eyes is “ B e-bop” . He rolls and 
writhes on the floor groaning “ hear 
that bass” .- He is often amused by 
one song and w ill passionately play 
it seven or eight hundred times. 
He says that he has a huge collect­
ion of records, however, both o f 
them are mine.
I suppose that I could go on fo r ­
ever. This roommate of mine is 
the type that makes you wonder— 
wonder when he is going to pay 
you, wonder what he w ill do next, 
and wonder how creation could 
gather so many things that irritate 
you, cost you money and patience, 
and wrap them up in one depress­
ing package. I can conceive the 
package but I stand in awe at the 
destiny that deemed him as m y 
roommate.
Holy Year Pilgrims 
Highlight European 
Summer Sessions
A  special econom y tour o f Europe 
and H oly Year Pilgrimage is being 
offered this summer to those stu­
dents and teachers attending the 
University o f Fribourg in Fribourg, 
Switzerland from  July 17 to August 
19.
Fribourg’s summer school courses 
w ill be offered under the general 
title, “ Europe: Tradition and
Change” , and the lectures on such 
diverse subjects as “ European Ec­
onom ic Reconstruction”  and “ Saint 
Thomas and the M odern M ind”  
w ill be delivered by  a distinguish­
ed faculty o f Catholic intellectual 
(Continued on Page 6)
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U N H  Summer School Offers 
Many Advantages to Everyone
Phi Upsilon Omicron Elects 
PriscillekHartwel President
At a recent meeting the Alpha 
Zeta Chapter o f Phi Upsilon Om ic­
ron honorary Home Economics 
Fraternity, installed the follow ing 
officers for the com ing year: Presi­
d e n t—Priscilla Hartwell, V ice-Pres- 
i ident—Eleanor Brockelbank, Sec- 
; retary—Lucille Lawrence, Treas- 
; urer—Ruth Olney, Historian and 
! Librarian Barbara Neville, and 
Chaplain—Phyllis Spafford.
President Hartwell presided over 
her first meeting Monday evening, 
Feb. 6, National Founders Day, at 
which time Eleanor B. Tinsley, 
crafts instructor at the university, 
spoke on chapter w ork at Iowa 
State University.
A  business meeting is scheduled 
to be held at 7:00 P. M., Feb. 20 
at the Home Management House.
The University of New Hamp­
shire has announced its plans for the 
summer session this year. Like 
last year’s session, this year’s sum­
mer meeting w ill be confined to 
one term o f six weeks’ duration. 
It begins on July 5 and closes on 
Aug. 11.
The summer school is open with­
out examination to all high-school 
graduates who have met the pre­
requisites of the courses they elect 
to take. Auditing is allowed, and 
the school is approved for study 
under the G. I. Bill of Rights. If 
the student holds a Bachelor’s de­
gree from  any accredited school o f 
college level, he has the opportun­
ity to do graduate w ork here.
Of course, the Summer w ouldn ’t 
be Summer without recreation and 
outdoor activity. In addition to 
hitting books, UNH summer stu­
dents are in easy reach o f the 
>eaches, the mountains and lakes, 
jnd several fine golf courses.
The students don ’t have to leave 
campus for all their extra-curric­
ular activities, however. This is 
one o f the few  times in the year 
that swimming is possible in the 
University pool. Besides that, there 
ere tennis courts, an archery field, 
go lf instruction, lectures by out­
standing persons, plays, and in­
form al dances. The Notch remains 
open all year round.
Another advantage m the school 
3s the low cost of attendance. 
Ttooms are $24 in the dorms, and 
the registration fee is only $15 for 
residents of the state and $28 for 
outsiders. Tuition is $7 per sem­
ester credit. Six credits are the 
normal load of the student. If you 
want to eat at Commons (Another 
advantage— you don’t have to!) the 




Tall Talker Teams Select Slick
Speakers
The Varsity and Freshman de­
bating teams have just been an­
nounced. Coach o f Debating, Phil­
ip D. Wheaton, and Manager of 
Debate, Richard A. Morse, sub­
mitted names o f the team members 
w ho w ill defend U. N. H. in the 
Intercollegiate Debates starting in 
March. The first debate w ill be 
at Bowdoin, March 11.
Included on the varsity team are 
Joseph Baghdasarian, W ilfred H. 
Bisson, Edmond J. Boulanger, H o­
ward Daly, Earle C. Gilbert, Ray­
mond H. Grady, Richard A. Morse, 
Donald O’Connor, and Eric J. 
Krom phold.
Freshman class members who 
will debate at the Freshman 
Tournament at Dartmouth on Ap­
ril 21 are: George R. Batchelder,
Edward D. Bureau, Raymond J. 
Canney, Irene L. Heavner, Lorine 
M. Heavner, Richard E. Lucas, 
Woods O’Donnell and Philip Smith.
Intercollegiate Debating will be 
in full sway next month. The In­
tercollegiate schedule for this year 
Is as follows: March 11, Bowdoin
(away); March 17-18, Rhode Is­
land (away); March 23, Emerson 
(away); March 31, N. E. F. C. 
Tournament at Dartmouth; April 
15, Dartmouth (here); April 17, 
Clark, (away); April 19, Bates 
(here); April 21, Bowdoin (here); 
April 21, Freshman Tournament at 
Dartmouth.
H O LY YEAR  PILGRIMS
(Continued from Page 5) 
leaders and University professors 
from all the Western European 
Countries.
Because of Holy Year, special 
courses will be conducted in the
Christian Principles of Internation­
al Order, the Peace Efforts of the 
Modern Popes, Problems in A pol­
ogetics, a*nd An Introduction to 
Italian Culture. Language stu­
dents will' find beginning, advanced, 
and intermediate courses in French 
and German, and all the courses 
w ill be supplemented by seminars 
and round-table discussions.
A  varied program of entertain­
ment w ill include concerts and 
folk  festivals, films, and social
evenings.
Participants in the s u m m e r  
school w ill also enjoy a round-trip 
passage by stucfent plane or ship 
and ten days of travel in Holland, 
Belgium, and France before begin­
ning classes at the University. A fter 
the classes there w ill be a two- 
week tour o f Italy and a Holy Year 
pilgrimage to Rome and to Lour­
des. These trips w ill be made by 
train and bus.
The University o f Fribourg Sum­
mer School has opened an Am er­
ican office in Washington, D. C. at 
1312 Massachusetts Ave., N. W., 
and all registrations w ill be han­
dled by that bureau.
"Mankind’s Shocking Illiteracy”
Brotherhood Week February 19 - 26 
Sponsored by the National Conference of Christians and Jews
The w orld in which we live is made dangerous by mankind’s 
shocking illiteracy in human relations. Man, in his genius, has per­
form ed miracles in science and industry. Is it not a colossal and tragic 
irony that man has learned how  to harness nature, how  to control re­
lations among the elements and to direct them as he sees fit, but has 
never yet learned how to live harmoniously with himself? Who can 
doubt that in this atomic age there is anything so sorely and urgently 
needed as a universal recognition of a bond of kinship among peoples, 
the realization of the brotherhood o f man irrespective o f differences in 
race, creed, culture or ideology. The real foundation for peace must 
be built in the hearts and minds of men. There is but one road to peace 
and that is the road of human understanding and brotherhood.
— Dr. Ralph J. Bunche
United Nations Trusteeship Director
I D C  Girls Snowball Damages; 
Notch Hill Sidewalk Discussed
Make Reservations NOW
—  for heaping portions of 
meat, large enough for the 
heartiest eater.
SUN SUN RESTAURANT
Upper Square —  Dover
The Inter-Dorm itory Council, 
after its successful campaign 
against segregated Freshman dorm ­
itories, has taken severaP'steps to­
ward making itself a strong and 
responsible voice in the adminis­
tration o f student dormitories for 
men.
At a recent meeting, the IDC vot­
ed to take action on a letter from  
Dean Davis o f Student Administra­
tion about last month’s wave of 
snowball fights in the quadrangle 
between Engelhard.t, Hunter, and 
Gibbs Halls. Several window^ were 
broken as a result of the fights, and 
one occupant is said to have suf­
fered cuts from  flying glass when 
his w indow was smashed.
The Council, rather than take 
action on any one o f the numerous 
solutions to the problem , voted to 
hid house meetings in the dorm itor­
ies concerned, and to let the men 
involved decide on whatever action 
is to be taken to stop the fights, 
which amount to sheer vandalism 
in some cases.
Some freshmen and their parents 
have com plained this year about 
upper-classmen roommates. Their 
influences, in some instances, have 
not been considered beneficial to 
the freshmen, and the IDC consid­
er the problem  of a change in the 
room  draw next year to insure all­
freshman rooms.
A  change in the Constitution o f 
the Council was on the agenda, but, 
since the required two-thirds o f the 
members were not present at the 
meeting, the amendments were de­
ferred until the next meeting, 
which is scheduled for  Feb. 22 in 
the ASO room  o f the Notch, at 7:0® 
under IDC sanction by the occu- 
is used at these times, 
dn uavbjp uaaq seq uox;t;ad y  
under IDC sanction by the occu­
pants o f the quadrangle dorms for 
a stairway from  the Notch to West 
Hall. The present trail from  the 
Notch to the dormitories on the 
low er level is often muddy and 
islippery in the W inter and Fall, 
and there is always discom fort and 
the danger o f a fall when the path 
isused at these times.
The IDC notified Mr. H. I. Lea­
vitt, Superintendent of Property 
for the University, about the mat­
ter and received a letter in return 
which stated that the administrat­
ion was quite aware o f the poor 
conditions, and that the stairway is 
to be built this summer, when the 
ground is solid enough for  construc­
tion.
Three form er members o f the 
Harvard varstiy coaching staff are 
head coaches in the Yankee Con­
ference: A rt Valpey, Chief Boston 
and Dave Nelson.
Chevrolet alone 
in the low-price field gives you highest dollar value 
. . . famous Fisher Body . . .  lower cost motoring!
F IR S T ...
and Finest. . .  at Lowest Cost!
CHEVROLET
A M E R I C A ’ S BEST SELLER . . . A M E R I C A ’ S BEST B U YI
Here’s your buy for 1950 . . .  for all the things you want in a 
motor car at lowest cost . . .  the new Chevrolet with Style- 
Star Body by Fisher!
It’s the one and only low-priced car that offers you a choice 
of automatic or standard drive . . . with the thrilling new 
Powerglide Automatic Transmission and new 105-h.p. 
Valve-in-Head Engine for finest automatic drive results . . .  
and with a highly improved, more powerful Valve-in-Head 
engine and the famous Silent Synchro-Mesh Transmission 
for finest standard drive results—at lowest cost
Chevrolet—and Chevrolet alone—bring* yom all tkote advantage* at 
lowest cott! NEW STYLE-STAR BODIES BY FISHER . . . NEW TWO- 
TONE FISHER INTERIORS . . . CENTER-POINT STEERING AND UNITIZED 
KNEE-ACTION RIDE . . .  CURVED WINDSHIELD WITH PANORAMIC 
VISIBILITY . . . BIGGEST OF ALL LOW-PRICED CARS . . . PROVED 
CERTI-SAFE HYDRAULIC BRAKES . . . EXTRA-ECONOMICAL TO OWN, 
OPERATE AND MAINTAIN.
f M M M M wammmmmmrn AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
Combination o f Powerglide Transmission and 105-kp. Engine 
optional on De Luxe models at extra cost.
SEE YOUR LOCAL CHEVROLET DEALER
Conveniently Bated under "Automobiles”  In your heal classified telephone directory
N o r t h e a s t e r n  U n i v e r s i t y  
SCH OOL of  L A W
Admits Men and Women 
Day, Evening and Graduate Programs
R egistration  —  Sept. 11 to I 3 9 1 9 5 0
Early application is necessary 
47 MT. VERNON STREET BOSTON 8, MASSACHUSETTS
*  Telephone KEnmore 6-5800
      . . .. . .
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Dr. Oswald T. Zimmerman Named 
Head of Chem-Engineering Dept.
Creation o f a Department o f 
Chemical Engineering, described
«i a significant step in aiding New ampshire industry, was announc­ed today.
Dean Lauren E. Seeley o f the 
College o f Technology said the new 
department is a response to the 
needs o f New Hampshire where a 
rcent survey showed the im port­
ance o f chemical engineering in in­
dustry’s developm ent!
The new department w ill be 
headed by Dr. Oswald T. Zim m er­
man, Professor o f Chemical En­
gineering, who has been teaching 
the subject in the Department o f 
Chemistry. An authority on syn­
thetic resins and hydraulic ce­
ments, Dr. Zimmerman has been 
at the University since 1938.
Effective next fall, the new de­
partment w ill have its laboratories 
in the $1,000,000 engineering build­
ing which is nearing completion. 
Although chemical engineering has 
been taught for a number o f years, 
laboratory equipment has been 
limited because o f a lack o f space 
in the main chemistry building, 
James-Hall.
AboutN m e-half of the 150 stu­
dents currently majoring in the 
field o f chemistry are enrolled in 
chemical engineering. Chemists 
generally go into laboratory re­
search w ork after graduation while 
chemical engineers usually are em­
ployed in production of equipment 
to carry out laboratory processes.
Chemical engineering students 
take general chemistry courses for 
the first two years and during the 
junior and senior years specialize 
in unit operations, chemical plant 
design, and chemical engineering 
thermodynamics.
When the chemical engineering 
laboratories move out o f James 
Hall, the Department o f Chemistry, 
under the chairmanship o f Dr. 
Harold A. Iddles, w ill expand into 
the vacated quarters.
Dr. Zimmerman was graduated 
from  the University o f Michigan 
in 1929. He received his Master’S 
degree in chemical engineering 
from  Michigan in 1931, and a Ph. 
D. in 1934. He has taught at the 
University o f North Dakota and 
has been a research chemist for a 
Detroit dental manufacturing com ­
pany.
His chemical societies include the 
American Institute o f Chemical 
Engineers, the American Chemical 
Society, and the Society for the 
Promotion of Engineering Educa­
tion.
Patronize Our Advertisers
Prof. Schell Speaks 
To Industrial Club
The Southeast District Y. M. C. A. 
Industrial Management Club held 
its organization meeting in Hie' 
A nnex o f the Daeris Tea R oom  and 
Restaurant in Dover, Tuesday even­
ing.
Professor Erwin H. Schell, D ir­
ector, Department of Business and 
Engineering Admiistration, Mass­
achusetts Institute o f Technology, 
Cambridge, Massachusetts, was the 
guest speaker at this diner meet­
ing. His topic was the highly im ­
portant one o f “Human Relations 
in Industry” .
Prof. Schell, a noted lecturer in 
industrial management, is a member 
of the Silver Bay Y. M. C. A. In­
dustrial Conference executive com ­
mittee. He has a unique relation­
ship with hundreds o f his form er 
students located in industry all 
over the country. Through the 
medium o f regular correspondence 
# ith  these students he is kept in­
form ed of current industrial de­
velopments and progress, and is 
thus in a good position to recip­
rocate with expert counsel and 
guidance.
Inter-plant clubs, such as this 
one, are located in over a hundred 
cities. These clubs, totaling 30,000 
members, provide fellow ship and 
promote better understanding be­
tween top management and the sup­
ervisory force.
Student Reporter Presents Hiss 
In Retrospective Light
% by John Ellis
The widely publicized case of “ The United States of Amer­
ica versus Alger Hiss” ended in Boom 1306, 13th floor, of the 
Federal Court House in New York on January 21. The defend-' 
ant was found guilty on charges of lying under oath when he told 
a grand jury in 1948 that he had not given State Department 
documents to Whittaker Chambers, self-confessed Communist 
“courier” , and that he had no contact with Mr. Chambers after 
January 1, 1937.
Although the evidence and charges 
suggested treason, technically such 
implication was forbidden undef' the 
three year statue o f limitations 
which, in this case, would have 
prevented such prosecution after 
March, 1941. Last year in the first 
trial a federal jury  was unable to 
agree on the innocence or guilt o f 
Mr. Hiss and the case collapsed in 
disunity with an 8-4 verdict for 
conviction.
Claude Cross o f Boston, recently 
known for his spirited defense o f 
Miriam Van Waters in the Fram­
ingham Reform atory difficulties, 
failed to convince the second jury  
that it was Julian Wadleigh, not 
Hiss, who had obtained restricted 
communications for  the Russians 
between 1935-38. Mr. Wadleigh 
had admitted earlier of engaging 
in “ subversive activities”  while a 
member o f the State Department 
but repeatedly denied having trans­
mitted to Chambers any of the 65 
typewritten documents which the 
government produced as its most 
glaring and incriminating evidence.
Thomas Murphy, government 
prosecutor, sought to dismiss test­
im ony presented by the defense 
that he was a “ psychopath”  and 
thus not a witness o f credibility. 
The admission of these charges by 
Judge Henry Goddard was thought 
to have set a precedent in U. S. 
COURT history. However, the 
cross examination o f Dr. Binger 
testifying psychiatrist, by Mr. Mur­
phy lead to confusion as to what 
one must do to be classifed as a 
psychopath” . Dr. Binger’s men­
tion o f the fact that Chambers “ re­
membered an Easter lily  carried by 
a policeman but not the date o f his 
own marriage” undoubtedly lead 
the ju ry  to wonder what stress to 
place on such evidence.
Throughout the trial and in the 
charge to the jury the central and 
decisive question was “shall one 
believe Alger Hiss or Whittaker 
Clmmters?” While Mr. Chambers 
admittedly had, shall we say, an 
unsavory” background tbe jury 
could not disregard the material 
evidence submitted and the defend­
ant was found quilty even though 
many eminent personalities testi­
fied in behalf of his “loyalty and 
veracity” . '
Far more involved than the act­
ual verdict, however, is how Alger 
Hiss could possibly have lived “a 
double life” for such a long period 
of years without being exposed be­
fore this time. And what possible 
motivation could there have been 
for his actions? Even the Govern­
ment could not find a motive. Mr 
Hiss' life was not one filled with
the frustration experienced by 
many in attempting to secure “ suc­
cess” —-his achievements at John 
Hopkins, his service ydth Supreme 
Court Justice Oliver W endall H ol­
mes, his role at Yalta, his presid­
ency o f the Carnegie Peace Instit­
ute. These certainly were not ele­
ments which w ould pull a man 
from  th circle and tempt him t© 
engage in the tragedy o f treason.
Or did A lger Hiss in those rather 
lax days o f the 30’s comm it “indis­
cretions” ? Indiscretions which have 
haunted him until this day? Did 
he choose between lying and con­
fessing to actions which were in 
1938, in his mind, not o f treason­
able nature? Was he in his fervor 
o f anti-fascism so im bued that he 
failed to see the other o f the tw© 
evils? And in the 30’s were those 
he is being accused o f aiding enem­
ies o f the state as they are now ? 
Such soul-wracking questions are 
provocative and lead to only more.
And yet still the effects are felt 
Supreme Court Justices Felix 
Frankfurter and Stanley Reed were 
character witnesses for Mr. Hiss 
at the first trial. Their absence at 
the second raised strange rumors 
Secretary o f State Acheson has 
said “ he was and is m y friend” 
President Truman once branded 
the Un-American A ctivities Com ­
mittee which led to the conviction 
ot the defendant as a “ red herring”  
Such support for A lger Hiss means 
one o f tw o things: that the admin­
istration feels he has committed 
forgiveable indiscretions”  or that 
Mr. Hiss has succeeded in convine- 
m g his supporters that he could not 
have possibly done that o f which 
he is charged.
The trial has not enhanced re­
spect for the Supreme Court; it has 
not added laurels to the Truman 
Administration; it has not increased 
the confidence of the people in the 
State Department. What the trial 
has brought to the fore is this: per- 
has clashed with fact, 
if it has won over fact such a vic­
tory is to be deprecated. Nothing 
could be more dangerous to the 
security of the United States then 
I? have personality outweigh prac­
ticality. Alger Hiss the man and 
Alger Hiss the traitor are two dif­
ferent things.
The writers do not seek to con­
demn Mr. Hiss or favor him. There 
is no alternative to guilt, no degree 
to which it can be measured. It 
is absolute; in the courts of the 
Spates a man cannot be half 
guilty. Actions done sincerely or 
with malicious intent are not dif­
ferentiated, whether it be for good: 
or evil.
EVERYBODY’S FLAVOR-ITES
From delightful pastries to flaky 
fruit pies, there’s a flavor-ite here 
for all. Top off evening’s here.
W IT H  SM OKERS W H O  K N O W . • • IT ’S
Yes, Camels are SO MILD that in a coast-
to-coast test of hundreds of men and women 
who smoked Camels— and only Camels— for 
30 consecutive days, noted throat specialists, 
making weekly examinations, reported
NOT ONE SINGLE CASE OF THROAT  
IRRITATIO N  due to smoking CAMELS 2
Hannon’s Restaurant
“On the Bridge”
Central Ave. Dover, N. H.
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The Durham Budget Committee headed by Chairman Dr. 
Harold C. Grinnell presented the 1950 budget of $88,933, calling 
for a tax reduction of $.70 per thousand, at the annual Budget 
Hearing held in Murkland Auditorium, Monday evening, Feb­
ruary 5th. The hearing was attended by 150 townspeople.
The budget w ill be subject to 
the approval o f the town meeting 
March 9th when some changes w ill 
probably be made.
Heading the list for consideration 
is an additional appropriation of 
$2,000 to provide for  a kinder gar- 
ten in the Durham School. Should 
this m ove be favored, the proposed 
tax rate o f $40.40 w ill be increas­
ed to the 1949 rate o f $41.10 per 
thousand. The motion fo r  such a 
kindergarten was voted down last 
year, but it m ay gain approval at 
this year’s meeting. The School 
District meeting w ill convene ear­
ly  in March and this question is 
expected to occupy a prominent 
place on the agenda.
The schools division approp­
riation, $76,295, revenue $3,950, 
property tax, $72,344, totals a tax 
rate o f $24.95. The county ap­
propriation is $10,000 and the net 
property tax is the same amount.
The county tax rate is $3.45. Th> 
tow n appropriation is $88,933, 
revenue, $54,273, net property tax,
$34,660, eventuating an $11.95 rate.
This totals the advocated tax rate 
per thousand o f $40.40.
The highway maintenance and 
reimbursement o f highway pro­
jects appropriation o f $35,530 is 
31%  o f the budget. Another large
Dr. Harold C. Grinnell
expenditure is toward the interest 
and principal on bonds, loans, and 
notes. It totals $9,730; 11% of the 
budget.
The town is beginning a large 
new project that calls for the ex-
U N H  Watermelons Grow North; 
Bark M ay Increase Production
Do you  live in New England? Inand after planting the turnips, he
New Hampshire? Then how  about 
planting some nice, sweet, ju icy  
watermelons in your garden this 
com ing spring!
Yes, that’s what I said— water­
melons. The UNH Horticultural 
Department has developed the fam ­
ous “ New Hampshire M i d g e t  
W atermelon”  maturing in less than 
90 days and especially suited for 
our short growing seasons.
N ow  this Midget, often called the 
“ C olebrook”  after the locale in 
which it was developed, is smaller 
than the usual watermelon from  
the deep south. It averages ten to 
tw elve inches in length and is strip­
ped with rippling dark and light 
green stripes down its entire 
length. Much more colorful than 
the dull green o f the standard 
melon.
“Juicy and Sweet”
The “ meat” o f  the melon is not 
as dark as its Southern cousin, al­
though it is ju icy  and sweet. For 
connoisseurs the Yankee melon 
may not have the “ body” that the 
standard Rebel watermelon achi­
eves from  long, lazy days in the hot 
Southern sun.
But you  needn’t be a horticul­
tural expert to grow  melons. There 
is a m illw right in the Brown Com­
pany up in Berlin, N. H., who has 
a small garden patch behind his 
home on Riverside Drive. Emery 
Cloutier, who raises rabbits, corn 
and a host o f vegetables fo r  his 
growing fam liy, has had consider­
able success with growing water­
melons.
N ow  one o f the odd things about 
the success of this part-time farm ­
er is that all his crops are grown 
in bark! That’s right, tree bark is 
the magic form ula for fast growing 
crops for Farmer Cloutier.
Bark Enriches Soil
When Emery first bought his 
little home, he wanted to fill the 
backyard gullies to make his castle 
more productive and at the same 
time more attractive. Bark strip­
ped logs by the plup m achinery o f 
Brown Company, has answered 
his need ideally.
Besides retaining moisture and 
heat for  a greater period than dirt 
or loam, the bark, claims Cloutier, 
allows easier and cleaner garden­
ing. A  gentle tug and turnips, 
potatoes or carrots come up from  
the bark, clean and smooth. No 
dirt or loam stick to the roots. 
Washing such vegetables is, natur-1 
ally, a much lighter task.
A s for his watermelons, Emery 
planted his first crop out o f curi­
osity. The seed was included in 
a package o f turnip seed he bought,
poked holes about 4 inches in his 
bark garden and dropped in the 
seed. Two months later he was 
surprised and pleased to find tiny 
watermelons appearing on the 
vines. A  month later the northern 
melons had ripened to a size of 
twelve to fifteen inches and at the 
first frost were harvested by 
Cloutier.
The watermelons were planted 
in early June. The next year, 1949, 
Cloutier planted some of his seed 
in May, hoping to be able to get 
bigger melons by the time o f the 
first frost, but strangely enough 
they didn’t grow  as well as later 
seed planted in June.
No Weeds In Bark
So far, Gloutier happily reports 
that he has not been bothered by 
weeds. This is due, in all prob­
ability, to the fact that no weed- 
seed was in the bark when it was 
used as filler. In a few  years it 
may be possible that Farmer Clou­
tier w ill have to contend with the 
usual attacks of destructive weeds 
in his garden. But these first three 
years have made gardening in bark 
a farm er’s delight.
tension o f Edgewood Road behind 
both New Hampshire Hall and the 
swimming pool, over the old rail­
road tracks, and back out again on 
M adbury Road. The town w ill 
finance the road over the next few  
years at an eventual cost of 
$79,000. A  prelim inary approp­
riation o f $1,500 has been provid­
ed in the 1950 budget.
A  sum o f $6,775 is included in 
the budget to finance new Packers 
Falls Bridge covers 60% of the 
necessary cost. The state w ill pay 
the remaining 40% or $,3200 that 
is needed for this project.
The 14 members o f the budget 
comm ittee who form ulated and 
presented the report are the fo l­
low ing: Dr. Harold C. Grinnell,
chairman; K. E. Barraclough, H. 
A. Davis, L. J. Higgins, H. A. 
Keener, P. T, Blood, J. C. Chamb- 
erliss, J. A. I^unkhauser, C. B. 
Wadleigh, R. B. Craig, H. C. Gris- 
w ell, S. W. Hoitt, P. E. Schaefer, 
Leon Crouch, representing the 
board o f selectmen, and school 
board member E. T. Donovan.
Union Comm. 
Finds Students 
Sincere In M ak­
ing Suggestions
The monthly inspection o f the 
“ Suggestion B ox” at Notch Hall re­
cently turned up several good, but 
also varied, student suggestions as 
to what form  campus imprf'T’""~'mts 
should take.
The M emorial Union Planning 
Committee, makes use of the sug­
gestion box  to determine what im ­
provements can and should be made 
upon existing conditions, and also 
what new features and services 
should be incorported into the pro­
posed M emorial Union Building.
One of the most feasible suggest­
ions submitted recently was a re­
quest that murals be painted on the 
walls o f the Notch. The writer sug­
gested ‘‘preferably com ic strip char­
acters, sports or modern art by 
Dali” ; perhaps with the idea that 
all three are synonomous.
W indbreakers in the form  of shrub 
trees were proposed for the fences 
enclosing the tennis courts at the 
Field House. At least, the Commit-
200 D.P. Students Given Aid In 
College Education By U. S.
France 5 —  New students arriving in student rest home in Combloux
are greeted warmly. ____
The Brown Company has assign­
ed some of its research experts to 
investigate fu lly  the potentialities 
of bark as a spread for gardens and 
filler for presently unproductive 
gully-land. The best bark discov­
er thus far is that which has lain 
fallow  for several years and began 
to decay. This provides a rich, 
fertile ground for growing crops.
If Brown Company and other 
agriculturel agencies can find uses 
for the bark in im proving farming 
it w ill be a big step forw ard in 
conservation. At present no use is 
known for tons and tons of bark 
that are stripped from  plup logs 
annually. If this present waste 
could be made productive it would 
be a boom  not only to the pulp in­
dustry but to farmers and . of 
course, the public, through greater 
utilization of our resources.
In 1949 one hundred American 
colleges and universities gave D. P. 
scholarships to 200 D. P. students. 
Assurances are now being secured 
for placement in September, 1950. 
It is hoped that many more D. P. 
students w ill secure an opportun­
ity to begin a new life in a new 
land. Yale University recently 
announced the acceptance o f 5 
D. P. students and 6 w ill study at 
Vassar College next year.
The urge to study— despite the 
lack of assurance o f a country to 
live in or a professional status to 
enjoy— is keeping more than 2,000 
Displaced Persons in Universities 
in Western Germany and Austria, 
a study by the International Re­
fugee Organization has revealed. 
These and another 4,000 D. P .’s 
with a background o f University 
study hope to continue their stud­
ies in the countries to which they 
will emigrate.
D. P. students first began attend­
ing German and Austrian Univer­
sities in the winter of 1945. Hun­
gry as they were for a chance to 
begin or continue higher studies, 
they applied by the thousand. The 
United Nations Relief and Rehab- 
ilitation Administration, predec-
tee is interpreting the suggestion to 
make use of shrubbery as having 
meant an attempt to ease playing 
conditions on windy days; not for 
greater privacy on the part of the 
players.
Indoor sports, or more correctly 
identified by name as pool, billiards 
bowling, were recomm ended. At 
present, the University offers none 
o f these facilities.
And then there were the reform ­
ers— “ earlier starting hours of 
dances so that Freshmen girls nan 
enjoy them” , “ lamp posts for the 
street lights outside o f the Notch 
or paint the old ones” , and “ wash­
ing machines for the dorms” .
essor to IRO, arranged with the oc­
cupation authorities that 10 % o f  
the quota at the Universities would 
be made available to refugees. The 
quotas could have been filled, 
many times over despite language, 
financial and housing difficulties 
faced by D. P. students.
Despite a superfluity o f hard­
ships and a shortage o f understand­
ing on the part o f many German 
and Austrian fellow-students, the 
D. P. students have attained, as a 
group, higher marks than do their 
fellows. Typical praise was voiced 
by one professor— Dr. W alter W af- 
fenschmidt, honorary professor o f 
econom ics at the Uiversity o f Heid­
elberg and Dean of the College o f 
Economics at the University o f  
Mannheim. He commented: “ Com ­
pared with German students, the 
D. P. and Refugee students have 
been very industrious and have 
shown rem arkably good results.”
The United States, under the 
Displaced Persons A ct o f 1948, au­
thorizes the admission o f students 
who have the assurance o f a schol­
arship, as w ell as full living ex ­
penses for a year.
The National coordinating Coun­
cil for D. P. Students, with W orld 
Student Service Fund as its opera­
ting agency, has acted as a tw o- 
way funnel for applications fron> 
D. Py students and offers from  
University groups. It works w ith 
Protestant, Catholic and Jewish re­
settlement agencies and the effort 
is supported by  the Inter-national 
Refugee Organization because o f  
its eagerness to provide a meaning­
ful future for the maximum num­
ber of D. P. students before it is 
scheduled to cease operations.
Inquiries about the D. P. stu­
dent program should be made to  
W orld Student Service Fund, 20 
West 40th Street, New Y ork  City 
18, New York.
FINE FURNITURE 
FOR OVER 50 YEARS
Serving Dover and Durham
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Can you break a date?
You mean when a better one 
comes along? No! You 
wouldn’t want someone to 
play that sort of trick on you, 
would you? So stick to your 
promise. . .  and both dates 
will like you better.
Want date bait hair?
Easy!..  .Just shampoo with new, 
lanolin-rich Wildroot Liquid 
Cream Shampoo. Leaves hair 
"squeekie” clean and oh, so 
soft and manageable. Waves 
and curls set fast— stay in 
longer than you dreamed 
possible. And new Wildroot 
Liquid Cream Shampoo 
is only 2 5 f t  or 59}* at drug 
or toiletry counter.
tllilAroo''W ui<l C ^ ’gw u 'P00
G L E A M S  Y O U R  H A IR  . . . LEAVES IT SQ U EEK IE  CLEAN
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66Cat tales9 1
by Bill Reid
T o the unpracticed eye, that February 4, hockey sum­
mary from the Dartmouth Winter Carnival might pass as 
the everyday, bromidic vernacular of America’s muscle 
pages. T o the lad with an ear for the unusual, however, 
the Tigers 8-5 victory challanged a more thorough per- 
usual.
The Tigers-Indians embrolio is the traditional ice fea­
ture of the King of Carnivals. The Tigers, however, 
through the years have been taking it on their collective 
chins from Dartmouth and a good many other comparable 
institutions. The fact is, Princeton hadn’t topped the H anovej pucksters since 
the days when W . W ilson was an undergrad on the New Jersey campus and 
the University of New Hampshire bore the non-too-lavish appelation of “ Dur­
ham Annex.”
Could be Turning Point
The Indian’s loss meant more, however, than just another hockey game. 
It might mark the locus point of a half-century period of change in the powers 
of United States hockey.
Ed Jeremiah launched his current season on a note of skepticism. He had 
watched' Bruce Mather and the Riley Brothers put away their Big Green pads 
for the last time. He planned on 1949-50 season as a building year. And 
■ yet, for a 50 year behemoth of Ivy League hockey to be stopped by lowly 
Princeton before the thousands of the Indian’s own next of k in -w ell................
Jeremiah had to face the ensuing week the disgruntled moans of a few 
thousand loyal alumni. He, in common with a half dozen other schools in 
the northern New England vicinity, however, wasn’t without a few talking 
points of his own, the fact is, Jeremiah’s main tenet could scream apologies 
for his squad’s performances. The Indians had gone without practice most 
of the fall and winter for lack of satisfactory ice. Other hockey schools, 
Princeton not excepted, had merely to switch from natural ice to artificial 
ice whenever the whims of the weatherman took a perverse turn. The Tigers 
showed the results of working together as a unit during game conditions. The 
Princeton win was no fluke and could and would be substantiated in years 
to come unless the Hanover campus was sometime blessed with the advantaged 
of artificial ice.
Wildcat C. C. Troubled Also
Jeremiah’s lament is not too unlike the prolonged groans emanating these 
past two seasons from the Lewis Field House. Pat Patroski’s Wildcats have 
been able to play a mean half dozen games in the past two years. W orse 
than that, the current season had not given them the weather to drill for the 
games which could be scheduled. The Cats do not play Ivy League hockey 
and yet in their own field they have dominated the game almost to the extent 
that the Indians did.
The finest collegiate hockey in the United States is still played in the 
New England area. Before the advent of artificial ice, the more removed 
of campuses like New Hampshire and Dartmouth enjoyed the better skating 
conditions. Currently, however, warm weather has ruined natural ice and 
left those northern schools with no practical remedy. /
Look, however, at the W ildcats’ opponents. Five of the nine teams 
played this season come from the greater Boston district and all have the 
chance to play and practice on the ice of the Garden, Arena or the new plant 
at Lynn.
Tw o other opponents, Bowdoin and Colby are without facilities, but if 
present plans go through for the installment of artificial ice at newly-built 
St. Dorn’s Arena in Lewiston, it would not be unreasonable to presume that 
these facilities will be available to them in the future.
Just where does this leave the Wildcat C. C. in ’52 and beyond? The 
cost of an arena, $500,000 and an ice plant $70,000 is unspeakable here. Even 
the weekly cost of maintaining ice, $485, would be out of reach. Interest in 
hockey in this southeastern New Hampshire area where an Arena could pay is 
apparently non-existent. Our proximity to the coast will make every winter 
a doubtful hockey season.
The cards are on the table and nobody makes a move. Unless the new 
decade is accompanied with a succession of cold winters, let’s have a long moan 
now as we watch the life-blood oozing out of New Hampshire hockey.
Rams 'Running Circus1 in Durham; 
Mitchell, Stewart Brilliant "little men”
Cat Sharpshooter: 
Don Miner
3 ) u n f e y ’s
College Pharm
Full line of Patent medicines and Sundries
Take home some of our
Fried Clams French Fries
Sandwiches
Daily Breakfast and Dinner Specials 
O P E N  After Every Event
(EXTRA LATE HOURS)
The second of the W ildcats’ three 
1949-50 transfers, Don Miner of Bath, 
New York, a six foot, 170 pound set- 
shot artist who alternated at guard and 
forward two years ago for Mohawk 
College.
For the Stanczyks, Miner can fill in 
almost anywhere on the team and has 
started a couple oj times at forward. 
In last week’s St. Anslem’s mishap in 
Manchester, Miner dropped in three 
'field goals and a free throw for seven 
points. H is listed as a possible starter 
in this Saturday’s Lowell Textile go 
at the Lewis Field House.
Rifle Team
In their most recent match, the New 
Hampshire Musketmen divided bill with 
Harvard, the Varsity going down to de­
feat by a score of 1358-1345, and the 
Freshmen winning, 1333-1220.
Coach Sgt. White was quick to point 
out the reason for the so-so seasonal 
record to date, in an interview recently. 
“The boys are shooting much higher than 
they did last year, but it seems th^t the 
opposition, too, has improved. Our 
Freshmen are undefeated to date in Col­
lege competition, and we are relying 
heavily on a repeat of their performance 
next season when they will graduate to 
the Varsity.
Sergeant White explained to us the 
organization of the newly formed New 
England Intercollegiate Rifle League, 
(continued on page 12)
When Frank Keaney, the roly-poly, white-haired father of Rhode Island 
State’s fire-horse basketball left the coaching ranks two years ago to become 
director of athletics at Kingston, the whole hoop world moaned the loss o f 
one of its most colorful personalities. -
Keaney’s retirement, plus the graduation of a pair of terrific sleight-of- 
hand artists, Ernie Calverly and Dick Hole, looked fair to doom the race­
horse hoop game the Rhodies had made famous in the 1946 Invitational 
Tourney of Madison Square Garden.
In Keaney’s stead, Kingston authori­
ties sent out a call to a local high 
school mastermind, one Robert “ Red”
Haire. The plump-cheeked, befreckled 
Haire had coac'hed at St. Paul’s for 
thirteen years chalking up a healthy 
126 wins against 62 losses in that 
stretch. Almost immediately, Haire 
announced that he would de-emphasize 
the fast break at Rhode Island and 
work his blue-garbed legions into a 
stronger defensive outfit.
1948-49 Season Rough
He was only moderately successful 
in 1948-49 but this season his club has 
come along. Tw o weeks ago, before 
10,000 highly partial fans at Boston 
Garden, he whipped his readied crew 
against the top-seeded hoop quintet in 
America, Robert Cousy and Company 
of H oly Cross.
The Crusaders jumped to an 8-0 lead 
before the Rams could find their hoop 
bearings, but from the third minute on, 
the Cross was outrun, outshot and 
preciously near undone by the ramrod 
lances of the Rams from all over the 
court. Only by virtue of some ten 
minutes o f shelling of the Cousy-made- 
credible variety did the Crusaders out­
last the Haire gang out f Kingston.
A  couple of the Rams are old stuff 
to Cat hoop fans. Bruce Blount and 
Leon Golemniewski, having been 
prominent menibers of the Rams when 
they showed here the past two sea­
sons.
Blount lives close to the Kingston 
campus and has been practicing with 
the Rams since he was 12. He is a
senior, 6’ 3” tall, and he scored 238 
points last season as a junior.
Golemniewski, the wiry, blonde giant 
of the Rhodies’ backboards is a 
troublemaker under the hole. He can 
rebound with the best in the game and 
shows surprising class for a big boy 
when he flips up an occasional hooker.
The little men are really 'what make 
the Rhodies go. Don Shannon, a 
Pawtucket native, rs fleet-man on the 
Rams fast break and a brother of Earl 
Shannon, a former great at Rhode 
Island State and with the Providence 
Steam Rollers.
Guards Have Tremendous Drive
In backcourt, Haire poses on enemy 
ball cluibs the flying feet o f Johnny 
Mitchell and Charlie Stewart. Mitch­
ell was a star on the Waterville, Maine 
High School team, which romped to 
a N. E. Championship in 1944.
Stewart, like Mitchell is a little guy, 
only five nine, but a brilliant dribbler 
and passer. He operates out of left 
guard on the Rams’ offense and sets 
up most of their plays. The little guy 
has all the showmanship of an original 
Globe-trotter and throws passes from 
out of his hip pocket.
Next Tuesday, these same Rhodies 
cart their whole feint ’em and flick 
’em show to the Lewis Field House 
for a 40-minute exhibition ag inst Ed 
Stanczyk’s Wildcats. So-ho, m’friend, 
if you want to catch a four period 
glimpse of the runningest, the trickiest 
hoop squad extant today, be on hand 
for the 7:30 go.
Martinmen Get Two More Wins; 
N H ’s Houley Registers Shutout
In a 'hair-raising final period' marked 
by a pair of major brawls, Pepper 
Martin’s yearling pucksters registered 
their fourth win of a shortened season 
at Tilton last Saturday. Earlier in the 
week, the Kittens had braved soggy 
Durham ice for three periods and pick­
ed up an easy 7-2 win over a normally 
powerful Brewster sextet.
The Martinmen jumped to a quick 
four goal spread over the Big Red of 
Brewster before ten minutes had gone 
by in the first period. Twenty-four 
seconds after the opening whistle, 
Tom m y Dolan netted the Martins first 
goal when he took a pass out from 
Gil Bray on the far lane and banged it 
past goalie Don Flag of the prepsters.
SPECIAL RATES FOR STUDENTS AND FACULTY
20 to 50 percent Off
On All Items Including Watch Repairing
MARCUS JEWELERS
“ Official Railroads Watch Inspectors’1
17 Third Street Dover, N. H.
Paul Reagan made it 2-0 at the 
6:20 mark when he beat Flag on a 
solo dash from his own end. The Kit­
ten went ahead by three at 10:40 when 
Bob Christy hit the twines on a swipe 
at Bip Dever's rebound. Bill Payson, 
the Kittens tricky little center got into 
the scoring act nine seconds later 
when he tried for 30 feet out, charged 
in and dropped his own rebound for a 
4-0 New Hampshire lead.
Those four goals proved more than 
enough for the Kittens although they 
went on to add a pair more in sessions 
two and a final goal late in the last 
period on a solo by Phil Cassily.
In the Tilton set-to, both clubs were 
scoreless in a hard-fought, close-check­
ing first period, 'but in session two the 
Kittens found the range. Gil Bray 
scored first with ten minutes gone on 
a pass form Paul Regan.
Dolan got the goal at 10:05 and 
Center Bill Payson nabbed an assist. 
The same duo collaborated at 1:35 of 
the last period for the final Frosh 
tally.
The Lineups against Brewster.
UNH Brewster
H onley, g Flag, g
Regan, rd W hite, rd
Derer, Id Dunham, Id
D olon, rw Lavalliere, rw
Bray» lw t  Githen, Iw
Payson, c R ooney , c
UNH spares: Sears, Christy, Graves, Spinney, M il­
ler, Cassily, Lewis.
f u o y v l A l
ARE YOU THE LUCKY FELLOW 
W HO IS IN FOR AN  APPRECIATIVE KISS?.
A  corsage for that important occasion . . . .  
the Carnival Ball is sure to enchant her, 
yet barely leave a dent in your billfold when you order from
M E A D E R 'S  Flower Shop
10 Third Street
"Corsages a Specialty"
Phone 158 Dover, N. H.
Wednesday, February 22 
Basketball Game, UNH vs. Univ. 
Maine —  Field House
of
In this world there are only two 
tragedies. One is not getting what 
one wants, and the other is getting it.
PARLE
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Hawks Dump Wildcats; 
Bastin Dominates Boards
Before a near-capacity crowd at the 
State Armory in Manchester last Sat­
urday, A1 Grenert’s lumbering, but 
hawkeyed legions put together four peri­
ods of high scoring basketball to drop 
Ed Stanczyk and eleven Wildcat court- 
men 79-53 for their fourth straight loss 
of the ’49-’50 season. Earlier, the Cats 
dropped a pair of weekday frays down- 
east, in Orono and Waterville. Rome 
Rankin’s charges bested the Cats 51-42 
on the strength of a lusty 20 point effort 
by big center, Charlie Goddard, and the 
following night in Waterville, the Stan-
COLBY (59) UNH (54)
G F P G F P
Paine 5 2 12 Katsiaficas 4 0 8
J. Jabar 2 2 6 Crompton 2 0 4
Finnegan 4 2 10 Stratton
W hite Millman 4 4 12
W elson 3 1 7 Carbonneau
Crawford 1 1 3 Haubrick 4 4 12
Shiro 4 8 16 P ucci 0 1 1
P . Jabar Friedman
Lazour 1 3 5 Shaltz 1 3 5
Negle Levandowski
Sficas 3 1 7
Miner 2 1 5
Totals 20 19 59 Total 20 14 54
ST . ANSELM  (79) UNH (53)
G F P G F P
O ’ Connor 7 6 20 Katsiaficas 4 2 10
LaMarre 1 0 2 M iner 3 1 7
Duffy 2 0 4 Millman 3 2 8
T obin 3 3 9 Crom pton 1 0 2
O ’Neil 5 1 11 Stratton
Bastin 7 5 19 H aubrick 3 4 10
Leocha 1 0 2 P ucci
Hession Schultz 0 2 2
K ilrain Sficas 1 0 2
W ecal 6 0 12 Levandowski 5 2 12
Mackitchen
T otal 32 15 79 Total 20 13 53
UNH FROSH PORTLAN D J.C .
G F P G F P
Ford , f 1 3 5 Spiers, f 5 1 11
Parker, f 8 7 23 Cordeau, f
G ordon, c 10 6 26 M acvane, f 4 1 9
W helton, g 4 5 13 Am erigan, c 8 2 18
Trudel, g 2 0 4 Jackson, c 6 0 12
M artinelli, g 0 2 2 Norton, g 0 2 2
H odgdon, f 2 0 4 Plum m er, g 1 2 4
Harrington, c 1 0 2 Collom y, g 2 2 6
0 Curtis, g 1 1 3
Feeney, g 1 0 2
Total 28 23 79 Total 27 11 65
UNH FRO SH ST . ANSELM FROSH
G F P G F P
Ford, f 0 2 2 Stauder, f 2 0 4
Parger, f 8 4 20 T oracinta, f 4 3 11
H odgdon, f D ’ Orazio, c 3 1 7
G ordon, c 8 3 19 Hanley, c 1 0 2
W helton, g 5 1 11 Lavin, g 5 1 11
T rudel, g 3 1 7 Davolis, g 4 2 10
M artinelli, g W illiam s, g 5 2 12
T otal 24 11 59 T otal 24 9 57
czyks bumped into another great individ­
ual star in the person of Teddy Shiro of 
Colby. The former Waterville High 
School great paced the White Mules to 
a tight 59-54 win, caging a mean 16 
points in the process.
At the Armory, the issue was stale­
mated at 6-all with three minutes gone, 
but the Hawks broke out in front on a 
pair of Bill Tobin’s hook shots to post a 
five point, 15-10 bulge at the end of the 
first period. They were never headed 
thereafter.
The Cats split the game wide open in 
the third period in an effort to outrun 
the heavier Hawks. Tobin and O’Con­
nor came back with some firehorse stuff 
of their own, however, and combined with 
the gruelling backboard work of Bastin, 
they held the Cats on more than even 
terms.
Grenert sent his running squad into the 
fray in the closing minutes and except 
for a series of set-shots by Don Miner 
and Bill Levandowski they dominated 
floor play to the final whistle.
Frosh Cop Triangular Meet; 
Smith Places in Three Firsts
I Scoring 59 1-2 points, more than 
twice the combined totals of Manchester 
Central and Portsmouth, the UNH 
Wildkittens soundly trounced the two 
high schools in a triangular meet held at 
the Lewis Field House last Saturday. 
Manchester Central finished second with 
126 1-2 points and Portsmouth High was 
last with 13.
Smith led the kittens in their one­
sided victory, scoring 15 points, more 
than the entire Portsmouth team when 
he won the 50 and 300-yard dashes and 
the broad jump. Smith turned in good 
times in the dashes, winning the 50 in 
5.6 and the 300 in 35.4. His winning 
leap in the broad jump carried him 19 
| feet 7 3-4 inches.
The Kittens also won three other first 
places. MacCormick led a 1-2-3 UNH 
sweep in the 1000 yard run in 2 :32.3. 
Webb Boody paced the milers in 4:54.1 
in the long spin around the oval. The 
frosh also took the first three places in 
the shot put. Lindberg was credited with 
I the winning throw of 47 feet 8 inches.
Acres, Kappa Sigma 
Square O f f  Tonight
A  highly-polished Wentworth Acres 
five, by virtue of a pair of breeze wins 
over Hunter and Gibbs, will go into the 
intramural pool tonight against Kappa 
Sigma.
The Kappa Sigs drew a first round bye 
last Monday downed the League runner- 
ups, Theta Chi by a thirteen point bulge, 
44-31.
The Sigmas will go into the feature 
with a decided height advantage in Still­
man Clark, Bud Hollingsworth, and Jack 
Richardson. The Acres’ entry has the 
nod in speed, however, and deceptivesness 
with a pair of footwork cuties in George 
Rafferty and Jack O’Leary. The fracas 
is tabbed for 7 :00 p.m. and should be close 
enough to be plenty interesting.
W EN T ACR ES (54)
G F T
Rafferty, f  4 0 8
Ladd, f  2 0 4
Trager, f
Knight, g 6 0 12
Sunders, g 1 0  2
Stevens, c 5 0 10
M onroe, g 3 0 6
O ’ Leary, g 0 2 2
Terrell, f  4 0 8
Sabins, f  1 0  2
Dumm, g 
Total 26 22 54
EA ST -W E ST  (28)
G F T
H U N TER (23)
G F T 
4 0 8Johnson, f
Greenwood 
Thom as, f 
Letoile, g 
T odd , g 






W est, g 
B oodey, g
0 1 1 
1 4  6 
2 0 4 
6 1 13
11 1 23
T H E T A  CH I (50)
G F T 
6 1 13 
1 2  4
Richardson, f 
W ym an, g 
Kazanas, g 
W arner, f 
M cCorm ick, g
Armstrong Second at Rumford; 
Cats to Run at Norwich Saturday
Ed Blood’s skibirds, de-snowed out of their scheduled meet last week at 
the St. Lawrence Carnival, entered the cross-country, jumping combined meet 
at Rumford on Saturday.
The change was a stimulant, apparently, for the Cats made off with second 
and third places in the combined and even fared well in their old nemesis 
jumping. Jack Armstrong showed the way for the Cats in the longlauf when 
he pulled in second followed by Carter 
in fifth spot and Dick Snow seventh.
Berlin’s Roland Voutour bagged a four­
th place in the jumping and Bobby A r­
senault’s performance was good enough 
for a second in the combined and Carter 
was close behind in third spot.
With any kind # f luck, Blood will send 
his crew into the Norwich Carnival this 
weekend at Northfield, Vermont. The 
practice at Rumford could work to their 
advantage.
Chains, f  2 0 4 Stone, f  4 2 10
Peterson, g M cFayden, g 2 1 5
R ich , g 2 0 4
Nutting, g 0 2 2
Egbert, f 1 0  2
T otal 11 6 28 T otal 21 8 50
continued on page 11
. BATES SHOES
for the Smart College Man 
The Campus Favorite
also
for the Smart College Miss
• Sportmaster sports
•  Ballerinas $1.99 to $2.99
all colors
VICTOR SHOES





Formerly E. R. McClintock 
Watchmaking, Engraving, and Jewelry Repairing 
Dover, N. H . Rochester, N. H.
DOVER ESSO STATION
263 Central Avenue Phone 1705
B. M. Blaylock, dealer
Atlas Tires, Batteries & Accessories,
Car Washing & Polishing
Expert Esso Lubrication
TRY THIS PLAN -
Instead of saving what is left after spending -  
Spend what is left after saving —  Start Today
Your G  I Insurance Checks deposited here, 
W ill Earn You 2 Percent per annum
DURHAM TRUST CO.
Every Banking Service
Durham, N. H. 3 Madbury Road Tel. Durham 10
Dover Hardware and Plumbing Supply Co.
Plumbing and Heating Supplies Builder’s Hardware
Electrical Fixtures and Supplies
Lunch at 
Our Fountain
For Rapid Service, Pleasant Atmosphere
26 Different Varieties of Donuts
SNACK SPECIALS
• Black Raspberry and 
Lemon Jelly Donuts
• Maple Rounds
• Chicken Salad Sandwiches
• Lobster Rolls
• Cheesebergers
AND the best in Sandwiches, Salads, 
Malteds, Sodas, Sundaes, Ice Cream and 
Sherbet. A wonderful way to renew 
your energy!
Italian Submarine Sandwiches
Don’t Fail to Try Our 
Delicious Home-Made
D O N U T S
Country 
Donut Shop
421 Central Avenue Opp. Woolworth’s Dover
Plan NOW to Set Aside MARCH 3
for the
'’F I G H T ' '
IN F A N T IL E
PA R A LY SIS!
I
Bill Smith Benefit Dance
Music Donated by the Wildcat Band 
PLAN TO DANCE -  THAT OTHERS MAY WALK
Sponsored by The New Hampshire
'FIGHT
IN F A N T IL E
P A R A L Y S IS
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Bostons Start Spring Practice Soon
With the hoop game still the dominant 
matter of conversation among the campus 
chatter groups, Clarence “Chief” Boston 
announced last week that his cleated crew- 
members would report for spring practice 
on March 1.
The Chief plans for a month long drill 
period to work his 60-man squad into the 
fundamentals before pre-season condition­
ing next September. The big Wildcat 
grid mastermind said that he again would 
rely heavily on sophomores in the 1950 
Yankee Conference race.
Present unofficial plans call for the Cats 
to open their season against Champlain 
College of New York. Champlain was 
added to the UNH schedule recently after 
failure of Wildcat and UMass officials to
come to terms. The new Cat opponent has 
played in other years, Yankee Conference 
opponent, the University of Vermont, but 
the present season saw only the Freshman 
teams of the two schools matched.
Word from the Field House is that Mr. 
Boston is making no secret of the fact 
that spring drills will be conducted with 
an eye on finding a likely substitute for 
the 1950 season to replace the Wildcats’ 
brilliant graduating quarterback, Bruce 
Mather. A  half dozen probable aspirants 
will be on hand for a look-see.
Feb. 19. Carnival Weekend —  All 
Campus. Ski trip t o ' Gilford on 
Sunday.
INTRAMURALS
(continued from page 10)
W EN T. ACR ES (48) GIBBS (33)
G F T G F T
O ’ Leary, g 6 2 14 Fiske, f 4 1 9
Rafferty, f 4 4 12 Normandin, f 3 0 6
Knight, g 3 0 6 Kasalis, f
Sabins, f 1 0 2 Sarty, c 0 1 1
Dumm, f Jackson 2 0 4
M onroe, f 2 0 4 Reid, g 1 0 2
Stevens, c 4 0 8 Penny, g 3 1 7
Trager, g Agar
Saunders, g 0 1 1 Brooks 2 0 4
T errell, f 0 1 1
T otal 20 8 48 T otal 15 3 33
K A P PA  SIG (44) T H E T A CHI (31)
G F T G F T
Bahros, g 2 1 5 Richardson, f 2 1 5
Szalucka, g I* 0 2 W ym an, c 4 2 10
H olling ’worth, c 11 4 26 W arner, f 3 1 7
Swekla, f Kazanas, g 1 1 3
Clark, f 1 0 2 M cFayden, R




Total 18 8 44 Total 12 7 31
When you smoke PHILIP MORRIST
PHILIP MORRIS
,S  d e f i n i t e l y  LESS “ b , a t , N °  , 
than * •  brand Y ° - '~  "<>”
l ' ^ P H I L f f W O R W S
■  -D O N ’T IN H ALE -and
THEN, i n -  t o t .  «  Bf oke through your
■ o-w-l-y I f  the w . .
,e. Easy, isn’t it? A«ia
. . .  light up y °°J
-
K T pWLIP MORRIS!IEN, just take a com e , hroogh your ffom H1U
— "  Y 0 U  J ,0l0  b e  s m o k . n o  PH.UP MOSS.S, 
MOW YOU KN O W  W HY Y O U  —
Everybody talks about PLEASURE, but 
only ONE cigarette has really done something about it. 
That cigarette is P h il ip  M o r r is !
Remember: less irritation means more pleasure.
And P h i l ip  M o r r is  is the ONE cigarette proved 
definitely less irritating, definitely milder, 
than any other leading brand.
NO OTHER CIGARETTE 
CAN MAKE THAT STATEMENT.
YOU’LL BE GLAD TOMORROW—
YOU SMOKED PHILIP MORRIS TO DAY!
oupMLi
Bears Tip Cats 7 4 -4 3 ; 
Harmon Shatters Record
by John Buckley, Sr.
Bowdoin’s puissant Bruins, thanks 
largely to the buckra right arm of Nick 
Nicholson, cuffed the stubborn U N H  
Cat-pack 74-43 under the roof at frosty 
Brunswick, Maine, Saturday afternoon.
Four meet records were eclipsed and one 
of. the new marks was the property of 
Wildcat Phil_ Harmon, but the Durham 
Board and Dirt Society couldn’t generate 
enough power to win the battle of the 
totals.
It was in the total department that Mr. 
Nicholson, performing like a bucentaur, 
flexed his abundant muscles and went to 
work. Stepping into the circle in the 
meet’s opener, he adjusted his fingers on 
the discus, looked, pirouetted, and let fly. 
The disc yielded to the law of gravity 
137 feet 6% inches away and Nick had a 
new cage and meet record. The versa­
tile strong-back followed by hurling the 
16-pound brass ball 46 feet 2%  inches 
to best the other tossers. Nick helped 
close the program in the 35-pound weight 
event that was swept by the neighbors 
to  ̂ the north. The doughty hammer- 
hoister’s effort was more than sufficient, 
the toss going a record smashing 52 feet 
6% inches. Thus, Nick closed a delight­
ful Bruin and Nicholson afternoon by 
personally accounting for 15 markers.
The Wildcats, however, although out­
run. were out-classed. Wildcat 600-man 
Phil Harmon saw to that when he spun 
around the oval in a blazing 1.15.9, a full 
second under the old standard.
Rod Webb bested the field in his 
specialty for the second straight meet, 
being in 2:22.2 for the 1000 yard run. 
Bobby Bodwell, UNH distance ace, came 
off the bank in 10:19.7 to capture the 
gruelling two mile run.
Broad-jumper Joe Stone bounced 20 
feet 8 inches off the hoard to secure a 
Wildcat first place and douse the Bruins 
hopes of sweeping the premier numbers 
in the field events. Hank Langevin poled
his way into the stratosphere and wound 
up in a three way tie at 11 feet 6 inches.
Next outing for the Sweetsters will be 
Saturday afternoon when the Cats tangle 
with the Maine Bears at Orono.
The summary:
40 yd. dash—Humphrey (B ), Sweet 
(N H ), Jacobsmeyer (N H ) ’ 4.7 secs.; 
600 yd. run— Harmon (N H ), Briggs 
(B ), Sweet (N H ), 1:15.9; 300 yd. run 
— Briggs (B ), Humphries (B ), Harmon 
(N H ), 33 secs.; 1000 yd; run— Webb 
(N H ), Boulanger (N H ), Hall (B ), 
2:22.2; One mile run—Adams (B ), 
Cole (N H ), Chase (N H ), 4:35.3; two 
mile run— Bodwell (N H ), Adams (B ), 
Hahn (N H ), 10:19.7; 45 yd. H.H.— 
Briggs (B ), Byadley (B ), Weeks 
(N H ), 6 secs.; shotput—Nicholson (B ), 
Wood (B ), Tupper (N H ), 46’ 2 ^ ” ; 
discuss—Nicholson (B ), Vacchiano 
(B ), Gamble (N H ), 137’ 6%” ; pole 
vault— (three way tie) Cangevin (N H ), 
Cross (B ), Jordan (B ) ; high jump—- 
Bradley (B)_, (four way tie) Herrick 
(N H ), Johnston (N H ), Barron (B ), 
Murphy (B ), 5’ 10” ; broad jump— 
Stone (N H ), Murphy (B ), O’Brien 
(N H ), 20’ 8” ; hammer— Nicholson (B ), 
Fortin (B ), Alton (B ), 52’ 6 ^ ” .
Lineups at Lewis Field House
The basketball feature of the Winter 
Carnival is slated for 8:00 p.m. Satur­
day night when Ed Stanczyk’s varsity 
clashes with Lowell Textile at the 
Lewis Field House.
Coach Dave Morey of the Textilians 
has had little luck with his squad thus 
far this season. His crew has won five 
while dropping eight including losses to 
Keene Teachers, Clark, St. Anslems, 
Becker, Middlebury and Norwich.
UNH Lowell Textile
If Levan dowski If Needle
rf Sficas rf Grady
c H aubrich c  Lyons
lg Millm an lg Rudes
rg Katsiaficas rg Leitgeb
S. D. SUNDEEN
Dover —  Portsmouth —  Rochester
FRIGID AIRE SALES AND SERVICE
D U R H AM  R EPR ESEN TATIVE  
Larry Wooster 20 Faculty Road Durham, N. H.
GIVE HER A  
REAL 
EVENING
Treat her to a 
delicious dinner 
climaxed by our wide 
variety of pastry.






Corner 3rd St. and Central Ave. 
Dover
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by Tom Kirkbride ’53
The Portland Junior proved no problem for the capering Kittens of Andrew 
Mooradian last week, but the annual collision between the little Hawks of St. 
Anselm’s and the Durham representation turned out to be a bird of another color.
Clad in Kelly green, the team*from Maine took to the field house boards and 
impressed Joe college as just another ballclub for the first 20 minutes of conflict. 
With the start of the second half, the Freshman defense seemed to fold, as the 
Juniors looped in 23 big points. A  late rally %  the Durhamites put the visitors 
permanently behind, however, 79-66.
The Saints from Manchester _ looked 
impressive even in their preliminary 
warm-up. The Kitten coach, a thorough 
student of box scores, realized that the 
Catholic had five basketballers capable 
of hitting double figures in forwards 
Toracinta and Lavln, guards Davolis and 
Williams and center D ’Orazio. He re­
alized, too, that here lay the biggest ob­
stacle in his group’s dream of an unde­
feated year.
Carrying this pre-game meditation 
with him, Andy gave the boys a bit of 
last-minute council and settled back. 
What he and 1000 other Freshman pa­
trons witnessed for 40 minutes last Sat­
urday afternoon will be remembered long 
after the participants have gained their 
degrees. , .
Hymie Gordon broke the ice with the 
first o f his successful hook shots. The 
two-point handicap _ vanished as Charlie 
Toracinta plopped in a beauty from 25 
feet out. Both teams sweated gumdrops 
for the first ten minutes, only to find 
themselves at a draw as the period ended.
The little Hawks, displaying incredible 
accuracy in their passing and shooting, 
forged ahead 32-22 as the half drew to 
a close. This attack was paced by the 
two little St. A ’s guards, Lavm and 
Williams. , .
The fourth quarter proved to be the 
one to write home about. An offensive 
gesture that netted six successive baskets 
brought the partisan crowd screaming to 
its feet early in the Chapter. Joe Whel­
ton initiated the drive by stealing the 
ball from Williams and handing off to 
Ted Trudel. Ted snapped the ball to
ORRIN’S W ^ T C H  SHOP
Watch Makers and Jewelers
Hamilton and Elgin watches





SANDS OF IW O JIMA
John W ayne Adele Mara
John Agar
Sun.-Thurs. Feb. 19-23
THE GAL W H O  TOOK  
THE WEST
In Technicolor 




George Raft Pat O ’Brien
Ella Raines
and
TALE OF THE NAVAJOS
Sun.-Tues. Feb. 19-21
M O NTANA
Errol Flynn Alexis Smith
Wed.-Thurs. Feb. 22-23
THE LADY TAKES A  
SAILOR
Jane W yman Dennis Morgan
Parker, who promptly drove in and laid 
it up. Two more attempts by Parker 
from outside the foul line, a duo of 
completed sets by Joe and Ted, and an­
other hook by Hymie Gordon gave the 
Kittens the lead, 51-50. The lead then 
parted company three times before the 
Saints called for a time out. D’Orazio 
popped in a jump shot frpm the bucket 
and, with 15 seconds remaining, things 
looked black for the home forces. Bob 
Gordon caught the hoop with another of 
his hook shots to put the Kittens perman­
ently in the lead, 58-57. A  second later 
Bob was fouled, and he made good his 
attempt after the final buzzer had sound­
ed.
Senior Class To Meet
Members of the Senior Class have 
been requested to attend a Class Meet­
ing, Wednesday, Feb. 22, which will 
elect co-chairman to head the Com­
mencement Committee, responsible for 
planning and co-ordinatnig Senior Week 
activities.
The meeting will be held in Murkland 
Auditorium at 4 p.m.
Patronize Our Advertisers
There are 14 member teams which are 
divided into two divisions, the Northern 
and the Southern. After all trains have 
completed their schedules, each division 
holds a playoff tournament to decide 
which teams, together with the two lea­
gue leaders, will vie for the league 
championship. New Hampshire will 
compete in the tournament to be held in 
the Fargo Building in Boston, on March 
11.
Here’s wishing them luck.
Photo by Vogler
UNH* Frosh on the way to their sixth successive triumph. Kitten captain 
and floor general, Teddy Trudel (7) of Nashua drives in for a lay up in the 
second period of the Portland Junior College fracas. In foreground, the 
Mooradians right forward, George Ford (9) has his back to the camera while 
Hemie Gordon draws in at center waiting for a rebound. Trudel didn’t miss 





Mickey Rooney Thomas Mitchell 
Sun.-Mon. Feb. 19-20
PINKY




Spencer Tracy Katherine Hepburn
Thurs. Feb. 23
CHAMPION
Kirk Douglas Marilyn Maxwell
BING CROSBY
Famous Gonzaga alumnus, says:
“Smoke M Y cigarette.
MILDER Chesterfields.”
{sL A M ^ L j
S T A R R I N G  IN
"R ID IN G  H IG H "
F R A N K  C A P R A  P R O D U C T I O N  
R E L E A S E D  T H R O U G H  
P A R A M O U N T  P I C T U R E S
HESTERFIELD
V I  A  V I m n o  A  f  M  AMERICA'S COLLEGES
/Aey're M /W t/rf /Aey're / ( / F o / - / w i t h  th e  to p  m en  ih  s p o r ts
1  '  'I  WITH THE HOLLYWOOD STARS
*B Y RECENT NATIONAL SURVEY
H e ar C H E ST E R F IE L D ’S  
Great New B IN G  CROSBY  
SH O W  Every Wednesday  
over the entire CBS Net­
work— 9:30 P.M. E.S.T.—
8:30 P.M. C.S.T.— 7:30 P.M. 
M.S.T.— 6:30 P.M. P.S.T.
Copyright 1950, I ig g bt t  &  M yers T o bacc o  CO.
MOORADIANS WIN SEVENTH STRAIGHT
Gordon’s Clutch Hooker -  RIFLE TEAM(continued from page 9)
